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COVER NOTE 
LCDR Richard V. Fox 
and "Rex," a Bishon Frise, 
a type of dog which doesn't 
shed - not even on blues! 
Photo by Jd1n Perkins 
The most difficult "President's Mes-
sage" to write must surely be that of 
farewell. My relationship with the many 
dedicated and hardworking ladies of this 
Club has been onc of the most rewarding 
privileges 1 have ever enjoyed-and appre-
ciated. The close rapport and cooperation 
of the club officers, committee chairmen, 
curriculum couriers and all the club 
workers have made my six months in of-
fice among the most interesting I have 
known-and will always remember. The 
sincere interest and support of our OWC 
Advisors and of our Honorary President, 
Mrs. O'Donnell, have contributed im-
measurably to the successes of our club, 
for which we all owe a tremendous debt 
of gratitude. Time and space do not allow 
for individual expressions of gratitude to 
the many deserving, dedicated and hard 
working ladies who have contributed so 
much to the succcesses of these past six 
months-but to you all I express my most 
sincere appreciation. 
Mrs. Murph, one of our dedicated OWC 
Advisors, is leaving the Advisory Board 
upon her husband's retirement. Along 
with the thanks and appreciation of the 
entire board and club for her many hours 
of invaluable council and warm enthusi-
asm, we send our most sincere gratitude 
and best wishes for the future. 
Our April meeting was indeed a busy 
one, commencing with the elections of the 
new owe Board and voting on the new 
changes to the By-Laws. The program for 
the evening was "Nimble Thimble," fea-
turing home fashion creations modeled by 
the club members who created them. The 
evening was a most interesting and busy 
one. For those who could not attend the 
program, desired to vote for the new 
officers and vote on the By-Law changes, 
special provisions were made. As the by-
law revisions had been promulgated well 
in advance for your perusal, study and 
recommendations, the vote consisted of a 
"yea" or " nay" vote for approval. 
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owe Financial Report 
1 March 1967 to Jl March 1967 
CREDITS: 
Balance on hand __ . __ . ____ . __ $678.84 
"Reno in Review" ticket 
work fund returned __ ._.___ 50.00 
"Reno in Review" work fund 




raphy ______________ 10.97 
"Reno in Review" ticket 
work fund . ____ . _______ ..... __ _ 
lntcrnational committee--
photographic expenses .... _ .... . 
International party expenses _ .. . 
Welcome Aboard _._. __ .. __ .. __ _ 
Program committee-stamps __ 
Courtesy committce-cards 
and flowers ________ .... __ _ 
Publicity committee-poscer 
supplics .... _______ . ___ ... _ .. __ ._ .. ___ _ 
COM-coffee, tca, cookies for 
"Meet the Candidates" coffee 
Printing Inc. tickets-Jan. , 









programs ____ .. __ .. _. __ . ___ .... ___ 39 .50 
W urzmann 's-scencils __ .. ____ .. 14.10 
Program committee-postage, 
supplies .. _________ .. ___ .. ____ .... _.. 1.13 
Door prizes-March program __ 51.74 
Marzi/Monterey Pottery-
flower bowl and compote _____ 29.12 
Monterey Mental fjealth 
Assn.-memorial donation._ 5.00 
Navy-Marine Coast Guard Res-
idence Foundation Memorial 
donation __________________ .. _____ 5.00 
258 .09 
Balance on hand _____ ._ .. _._. _____ .. _ 670.75 
Savings Account __ .. ______________ 537.28 
Your support of the club and its ac-
tivities over the past six months has made 
all the officers of your board proud to have 
had the opportunity to serve you, and I 
am confident that the same spirit and en-
thusiasm you have shown us will continue 
to serve as an inspiration to the new Presi-
dent and her board. Again-my thanks to 
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Special Buffet 1I00-IJJO 
1600-2JOO 
HH 1600-1800 Dinner 18JO-20JO 
THURSDAY 
Beefeaters Night 1100-lJOO 
1600-2JOO 
FRIDAY 




Dancing 2100-0 I 00 
SATURDAY 




R.egular Weekly Ev ents 
WEDNESDAYS-
Navy Relief, Tower Room. 0930 
T HURSDAYS-
Duplicate Bridge, 19 J 0 
Ladies Day USNPGS Golf Course 
Apologies to Margaret DeBolt for an in-
correct byline on the scory, "A Swingin' 
Bull's Eye." Additional credit not given: 
John Perkins who photographed John 
Smithback for the same story. 
For those of you who were somewhat 
confused by the date in question six of 
"The Question Corner," in the April issue, 
you are in the know. It should have read 




From Cherry Martin, the thirteen year 
old who makes her own clothes, to Kah 
Batts in her handmade and hand beaded 
wedding dress, shoes and headpiece, we say, 
"Thank you for one of the most exciting 
and interesting programs we have had." 
All of the work and time that goes into 
the planning of a fashion show and its 
perfect execution is astounding. Susan 
Thomas, owe Program e h air man, 
Jeanne Dorsey, Fashion Co-ordinator, and 
to all the wives in Ordnance Engineering 
who were our hostesses for the evening we 
all say "Thank You." 
Without the talent of our NPGS wives 
the evening could not even have begun. 
They were as follows: Mahuash Ardalan, 
Kah Batts, Sicilia Cevallos, Carolyn Davis, 
Glee Huebner, Pauline Hurd, Patricia 
Johnson and daughter Carri. Georgianna 
Keithley, Ellie M 0 h sen z a d e h, Mary 
Quarles, Bonnie Shower, Eva Sketoc, Ber-
nie Ustick, Kathee Willetts, Sandy Wish-
art and daughter Amy, Janet Backman's 
two children, Patty and Steven, Katherine 
Collins' daughter, Barbara, Jeanne Lay's 
daughter, Lmda, and Dorothy Martin's 
daughter, Cherry. A very special apprecia-
tion goes to you. 
Pauline Hurd was presented with a gold 
charm from the Governing Board. We 
hope that this shows in some small way 
how much we have enjoyed working with 
Pauline. A t the conclusion of the fashion 
show the new OWC Officers were an-
nounced and Pauline presented the gavel 
to the newly elected President. Marge Car-
son was chairman of the Ballot Commit-
tee. 
There are several new Curricular Pro-
gram Couriers. June Chrans will repre-
sent Aeronautical Engineering and Mar-
cia Olson represents Ordnance Engmeer-
ing. Welcome aboard! 
It has been a pleasure working with all 
the members of the Board and meeting SO 
many OWC members at the monthly 
functions and section coffees. It has been 
a very rewarding experience to serve as 
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LittLe Theater-South Pacific-A Hit! 
I. to r.: ~tephen Hines, Joyce Koontz, Don Naples, 
Gary Crosby, Ron Koontz, KIrby Hansen, Bruce 
Marshall, Marttn Mernck. 
I. to r.: Marilyn Amari, Suzan Martin, Bruce Marshall, Pat Wyatt, Martin Merrick, Jean Boles, Lynn 
Carlson, Ron Koontz, Bonnie Peterson, Kirby Hansen, Margie O'Boyle. Front : Joyce Koontz, Gary 
Crosby. Backs of: Mart in Lenzini, Robert Kline. Photos by Dave Chris tensen 
Pictured are a few of the scenes from the wonderful Little Theater product ion of 
South Pacific. Our hats off to the cast for a job well done. 
~ 'ft~sr>on£, 
CHARCOAL BROilED DINNERS 
Steeb • Ribs • Sea Food 
LUNCHEON 12 · ] 
6TH & JUNIPERO • CARMEL 
• Look For th.e Flickering Gasligh.t -
Beh.ind the Park 
CLOSED WEONESOA Y 
TELEPHONE 624.2119 Dale Diggs, Don Naples, Mary Janzen, Aida Man-
sour, J . C. Ha le, Robert -Kline, Richard Melville. 
OIL PA INT INGS. WATERCOLORS 
SKETCHES • LITHOGRAPHS 
mqr 1£aky ~allrry. 1£tll. 




Open from 11 a ,m . to 5 p.m. daily 
Sunday from I p ,m . to 5 p.m . 
• 
ART CLASSES - INSTRUCTORS: Geo,ge De G.oat, Keith lindbe 'Q 
• 
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Lets Go to the 0' Club tion. The money will be used to help build Vinson Hall, a $4,700,000.00 structure, near McLean Virginia. Vinson Hall will 
offer Navy, Marine and Coast Guard Of-
ficers' widows age 62 and over, primarily, 
but also couples and bachelor officers on a 
"space available" basis. life care in beau-
tiful and dignified surroundings. 
Cinco de Mayo. Fiesta time! The Club 
is presenting a Fiesta Mexicana in honor 
of this Mexican national holiday. A served 
dinner of Australian lobster tails, Prime 
Rib of Beef au Jus or Polio Mole (Mexican 
chicken) can be enjoyed to the music of 
Manual Campos and his Musical Trouba-
dours. George Miller and his Band will also 
be on hand to provide music for dancing. 
Make your reservations and mark the date 
on your calendar, May Sch. for fun and re-
laxation in the Latin style. Dinner will be 
served from 6:30 to 9:30. 
HOMESD61 
MAY 12-14 - 10-5 P.M. 
MONTEREY COUNTY FAIRGROUNDS 
FINE ARTS COMPLEX 
TICKETS $1.00 
The Children's Home Society is a state-
wide non-profit adoption agency. The 
local office is located in Monterey. More 
than 27,000 children have been placed in 
adoptive homes since the establishment of 
the society in 1891. The society is the 
oldest and largest privately supported 
adoption agency in California. It is li-
censed by the State Department of Social 
Welfare to place children for adoption and 
provides service to children seeking homes, 
to the natural p:arents in planning for their 
child's future, and to couples desiring 
families through adoption. 
M.y 14th is Mother's D.y. No self-re-
specting Mother wants to cook her own 
dinner so the club is cooking it for her. 
The Club's annual Mother's Day Dinner 
will be served from one o'clock to six and 
features: 
FRESH SALAD BAR 
BAKED VIRGINIA HAM 
ROCK CORNISH GAME HEN 
RACK OF SPRING LAMB 
ROAST PRIME RIB OF BEEF AU JUS 
ANO 
A Free Orchid Corsage for Mother ! 
For the convenience of those with early 
evening functions to attend on Saturday 
night, the Club will now be open for 
dinner at six-thirty. Another new feature 
is the W cdnesday night Speci,1 Chef's 
Menu, moderately priced from $2.50 to 
$3.50. A pleasant way to break up the 
week. 
Note: The Officers' Club welcomes 
suggestions and comments concerning 
various club activities. The Officers'Wives' 
Club representative to the Club is Mrs. 
R. E. Tuggle. She will be glad to relay 
your suggestions to the Club Advisory 
Board. 
~ 
Reno Night ... $1000.00 
Melena Huffman, the hard-working 
organizer of "Reno In Review," certainly 
deserves hearty congratulations on a job 
well done. As everyone knows who at-
tended the gala casino night in the 0 Club 
March 17, it was a "roaring" success. A 
special thank you to all the dealers who 
after boning up on all the house rules did 
a splendid job of entertaining everyone. 
And to the lovely hostesses, "Thanks for 
keeping those chips moving!" 
It would be impossible to mention the 
names of .11 the wonderful people who 
helped make "Reno In Review" such a 
successful benefit for the Navy-Marine-
Coast Guard Res ide n c e Foundation. 
Thanks to all of you the NPGS OWC is 
sending :I check for' $1,000.00, the profit 
from the night, to the Residence Founda-
Thank you for supporting uReno In 
Review." -Jean Lindsay 
~ 
Fashion A Go Go 
The V .S.N.A. Class of '62 Wives pre-
scnts " Fashion-A -Go-Go," featuring way 
out fashions by the Pacific Grove W ay 
Out House. Mini skirts 2nd "groovy" 
jewelry will fill the EI Prado Room on 
May 8 at 8 : 15 at the P. G. School. Tickets 
may be purchased from the Milk Store 
Breezeway or from any '62 wife. Price is 
75c. Now is the time to view the " in" 
clothes and to have a lot of fun at the 
same time. 









w. se,,,ice all applionce,-
IS clays a WH' 
PHONE 394-6505 
610 BROADWAY SEASIDE, CALIF. 
EXPERTS IN HAIR STYLING AND COLOR 
PHONE 372-6488 
645 CANNERY ROW MONTEREY 
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K-9 Corps in Vietnam 
The only K-9 Corps in t he Navy along The cost of training one dog is $1,600. 
with their handlers recently arrived in Da With this investment, they are closely 
The 28 dogs, all German Shepherds, and 
their handlers received eight weeks of 
training at Lackland Air Force Base in 
Texas. Their primary duty will be guard-
ing Naval installat ions in and around the 
U. S. Naval Support Activity Da Nang. 
The dogs, between the ages of 18 
months and three years old, were acquired 
from people in the U.S., either by donation 
or purchase. They are essentially trained 
to detect with their acute senses, but can 
at tack and apprehend if necessary. 
The Navy is presently working on an 
interservice agreement to ship the dogs to 
Okinawa for retraining when their cur-
rent handlers finish their tour of duty in 
scrutinized to avoid injury. They are not 
allowed to jump on or off trucks, but are 
liftcd. If they overheat in the ficld, they 
are carried back to the kennel area by their 
handler. Three pounck of meal and two 
pounds of horsemeat constitute a day 's ra-
tions for the Navy's newest breed of sen-
try. 
They stand a six-hour watch nightly, 
six nights a week. In the daytime, they 
undergo exercise periods, obedience train-
ing, are fed, and allowed their proper rest . 
Supervising the handlers and their dogs 
in Vietnam are Lieutenant (junior grade) 
Jerry Cagle of Sulphur, Okla., and Petty 
Officer First Class George Del Janovan of 
Newport, R.t. 
Are Commissaries Worth It? 
Navy and Marine families can save an 
important p3rt of their income by using 
commissaries and exchanges. Medical bene-
fits are another valuable saving. 
The Defense Department has released 
the results of its Compensation Study 
Group, which found that servicemen and 
their families annually save from $57 to 
$416 by using commissaries, $33 to $509 
by patronizing exchanges and from $95 
to $517 or higher through the military 
medical benefits program. 
The larger the family, the greater the 
savings-a fact which holds true for per-
sons with a larger income. To save more, 
they spend more. 
Commissary prices run about 36 per 
cent below commercial groceries. Ex-
change prices are rated about 29 per cent 
lower. 
The group also revealed that medical 
care is worth more to the retired person 
than to the man on a.ctivc duty, since older 
people are apt to suffer from more fre-
quent illnesses-illnesses which also cost 
morc. 
The figures were gathered so that mili-
tary income and its attending benefits 
could be compared with civilian income. 
~ MISSION BAKERY 
COMPLETE LINE BAKERY SPECIALTIES 
Two Monterey Locations Area Del ivery 
675 Lighthouse Avenue 
Across from Montemar Mark.et 
Phone 375-4222 
706 Cass Street 
Near the Post Office, Monterey 
Phone 372-6835 
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Sal Cerrito owns five rcstaunnts now 
and signs the paycheck for nearly 200 
employees. He has an airplane, and his 
glittering automobile could pass for the 
original "solid gold Cadillac." 
Until a year ago he owned a cabin 
cruiser and a large sardine fishing boat, 
but sold them because $S ,000 taxes was 
a little too high for the use he got out of 
them. He had planned to take customers 
from his two resuurants on Monterey's 
Fisherman's Wharf out for cruises if he 
had time. 
"But even if you're lucky enough to 
be born rich you have to work hard to 
make money these days." says the smiling 
eyed restaurateur. "You might say I put 
in an eight day week:' 
Sal Cerrito didn't inherit his money 
or marry it and he doesn't mind talking 
about his self-m3de success. He has come 
a long way from the days when he worked 
in one of the local canneries for 25 cents 
:1n hour, then peddled fish to ranchers in 
the valley. 
Sal was the oldest of seven children of a 
"Jade of all trad'!:;"' immigrant from 
Sicily. "He worked at just about every~ 
thing, and 1 used to follow him a lot," Sal 
says now. When he was 14 his father died, 
and after six months of high school Sal 
quit to support the family. 
"I don't remember my first full time 
job," he s:ays, "but 1 know 1 did just 
about everything in a movie theater. Later 
1 was a bell hop and a carpenter's 
helper." 
Telephone FRontie, 2-7597 
THE CLASSMATE 
Enterprising young Sal didn't just wait 
for jobs to come his way. To make sure 
fish selling trips to Fresno paid double, he 
created a round trip business bringing 
fruit back for local markets. 
" I even used to buy grapes and sell 
them to the Italians to make wine during 
prohibit:on/' Sal doesn't mind admitting. 
"A man had to use his imagination to get 
ah('ad in those days too." 
From 1929 until 1934, Cerrito drove a 
taxi in Monterey. 
"Those were the Steinbeck days," he 
recalls, "and I was in the middle of it all." 
The jovial restaurateur knows author 
John Steinbeck well, but doesn't recognize 
himself as any of the characters on the 
now famous "Cannery Row." 
Cerrito and his brother also teamed up 
to get ahead in the old days. bought a 
Stole HOUri 9 :10 a .m. to 5:10 p.m. 
Any Evening by Appointment 
CnOP6T8 
- MAPLE SHOPPE 
COLONIAL AND EARLY AMERICAN FURNISHINGS 
CARPETS AND DRAPERIES FREE ESTI MATES 
ETHAN ALLEN 
Come in onJ as! lor your copy 01 the 
Ethan J4l1en T reosury 01 Furniture 
CO,,",, Showroom 
471 lighthoule Avenue 
N.w Mont.r.y, Califo,n'" 
Mapl. Shoppe 
497 lighthoule Av.nu. 
N.w Mon'.,.y, Califo,nia 
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fishing boat and spent long, haed hours 
finding sardines for the local canneries. 
Next Cerrito worked as a bartender 
and then started on his own with an in-
terest in the Casa Munras in Monterey. 
Later, he operated a restaurant a block 
from the Postgraduate School. «That was 
where Steinbeck used to come a lot," 
Cerrito says. 
In 1952 he purchased the oldest restau-
rant on the wharf, built in 1919, and 
called it "Cerrito's on the Wharf." "It's 
one of the few restaurants here that didn't 
sta.rt out as a fish market," remembers 
Sal, who moved here from San Francisco 
in 1916. 
His plush "Neptune's Table," with its 
second story dining room and sprawling 
view of the harbor, was one of the 
market sites, and later the Wharf Theater 
before it burned five years ago. Cerrito's 
other businesses include the Villa Caruso 
Restaurant, the San Simeon Lodge at the 
Hearst C:astle in San Luis Obispo and the 
Marco Polo Restaurant in Visalia. 
The father of tWO daughters, Cerrito 
doesn't think the old Hora:io Alger days 
of starting for a million on a shoestring 
are really over. 
Competition is rougher, sure. and big 
companies make it tough on the small 
operator, the self. made man. 
"But a young feHow can :till do it if he 
isn't afraid of some long, hard work," is 
the successful restaurant owner's advice. 
-I acque Y"k.e 
For prospeetus·booklet 
~~t.wmsn 
Or clip this complete advertisement 
checking the companies that interest 
you and ma il it to your Investors man 
Cd •• Ed G •••• USN (Ret.) 
Rt. 3, Bo. 429, Carmel, 624-7474 
representina 
f:F4lMJtffl 
DIVERSIFIED SERVICES. INC. 
Also IlUIu". about 
• plannod app, .. ch 
10 life Inlll,an .. n_. 
~. 
SYNDICATB U". 
INSULUtCI: AND .untum OOIIPAItY 
A •• OLLY 0 ........... UY., 
.nIlTO'" IInUln, .... ~c, .. Ille. 
P,Ige Eight 
By this time any Navy wife who cares 
about what she wears has gone to at least 
one fashion show. What did you see? 
You saw sleeveless shifts cut to maxi-
mize the waist and display a goodly arm 
of shimmying flab. You saw skirts so mini 
they left no doubt about the age and con-
dition of that varicosed limb--the leg. 
You saw pink and green and orange 
tents that make each and every female 
over ten look just a bit enceinte and some 
of us even more so. 
And then you heard the prices and al-
mOst flipped right down to your broad 
toed, splay heeled buckled tootsies. 
This reporter thinks that fashions today 
are a conspiracy on the part of male de-
signers. Their own wives (if they have 
them) probably lounge around in satin 
and lace, looking delectable. I can hear 
them now, trading secrets. 
"Boy, what a winner I put out today! 
Makes any woman look like a baby ele-
phant wearing suspenders. And g r ea t 
colors-puce and dirt! 
"That's nothing! You should see my 
"empire state look." Any woman over 60 
pounds will look fat in it. Just a tube of 
left-over Christmas ribbon, fastened under 
the left arm with a cockleburr! 
But that's women for you. They have 
absolutely no taste!" 
A liliiii1. au_ .. ,. 
OlD (lO~* 
,"U. 37&- 9671 
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"']nt~rnational )tig~t 
Traditional delicacies and handwork 
displays from twelve count ries were fea-
tured at the March OWC meet ing in the 
EI Prado Room, COM, Open. The eve-
ning's fashion show provided description 
and history of costumes. 
=---
Chilean peasant dresses, commonly worn on na· 
tional holidays, are shown here by Angelica Pen-
aranda, and Carmen Lledo. 
A traditional costume from the interior of Co-
lombia is worn by Madela Vargas, Pat Cadena 
(also wearing typical twine and canvas sandals), 
and Vicki Martinez. 
Karl "-"eland spent one year making her costume, 
typical o~ one part of Norway, and featUring red 
and gold embroidery on the dress and crocheted 
de tail on the linen blouse. 
All photos courtesy Sharon Lockett 
A dress of white Thai sdk with gold threads, worn 
for formal occasions in Thailand, is modeled by 
Thavlsln SantlveJkool. With her IS Vanee Phasook. 
);Iel-0 - Vee 
BEAUT IFUL MOTHE R'S DAY 
FLOWER ARRANGEMENTS, 
CORSAGES AND GIFT PLANTS 
FLOWERS TELEGRAPHED EVERYWHER E 
FREE DELIVERY 
Serving the entire Monterey Peninsula 
1697 FREMONT BlVO. TElEPHONE 394-6516 SEASIDE, CALIFORNIA 
• 
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Showing the colorful costumes of 'ran are Mahvash Ardalan (dress worn by wheat planters near the 
Caspian Sea), tv'Ianigee oVIoshtagh (dress from northern Iran), Mary Zanganeh (dress from southwest · 
ern Iran ). and Ell ie Mohsenzadeh (ancient cos tume of short ski rt and long black pants). 
The traditional Philippine mestiza, by "bu tterfly sleeves," is worn 'M,;C;c,,~ 
landa Lamotan . Imelda Agustin shO'oYS another nat ive costume, inciudinQ an overblouse heavily em-
broidered and woven from pineapple fibre. 
FORT ORD and PRESIDIO 
* 
FORT O RO TELEPHONE 242-2.50 




Photo by Rowedd" 
Barbara Blackner, wife of Lt. Com-
mander Ronald Blackner, is wearing a 
three piece double knit su it by 
BUTTE. It is made of 100 96 textured 
polyester and priced at $50.00. 
P .5. Other Knits from $36 to $ 150 . 
• STORE HOURS 9 ,]0 to 6,00 d.;ly. 
Friday Noon to 9 :00, CLOSED 
MONDAYS, 
• BERG'S feature instant credit, with 
two plans for your convenience, or 
use your Bankamericard. 
By the T raffie Light 
1900 Fremont Blvd. 
{Corner of laSalle} 
ORD TERRACE SHOPPING CENTER 
SEASIDE 
Telephone 394-3394 
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A Fabulous Flouride Festival 
Three of the Officers Wives Club's oral hygien-
ists apply stannous flounde to the teeth of Mrs. 
Dianna Waynick . From left they are Mrs. Laura 
Bruno, Mrs. El ly Shrum and Mrs. Kitty Broadwell. 
Fluoride Festival is over-but only for 
trus year. Due to its success, it will be an 
event occuring once a year during the 
month of February coinciding with Na-
tional Children', Dental Health Week. 
Captain Frizzell, senior Dental Officer; 
Dr. M. Callihan, Preventive Dentist ry Of-
ficer; Mrs. Pauline Hurd, President of Of-
ficer 's Wives Club; and Mrs. Bonnie 
Shower, Chairman of Fluoride Festival, 
met numerous times beginning in Decem-
ber and continued until the middle of 
February planning for this year's Fluoride 
Festival. 
One of the biggest questions was, 
"Could we get enough volunteers?" 108 
very qualified ladies from the Postgradu-
tneWnaler 
THE WHALER, one of Monte-
rey's most exciting restaurants 
. . . 635 Cass St., beh ind the 
Casa Munras Hote l. Superb 
cocktails and wines . . . finest 
steaks, Australian Lobster, local 
I , 
, -, , \ 
" I ~- , I , 
,. ~'iI _, 
,...~ . . , ' 
L 
f resh chicken are 
offered . 0 pen 
11 :30 a.m. Mon. 
thru Fri. for Lun-
cheon and Dinner 
- Open 5 p.m. 
Sat. and Sun. for 
D in ner only . 
Phone 373-1 933. 
ate School, Naval Air Facility, and Mon-
terey Peninsula College volunteered their 
time and efforts. Our hats are off to them. 
Thank you, ladies, for a job well done. 
Beginning February 20, 1967, people 
called in for their appointments. On their 
respective days they came to Herrmann 
Hall, registered and bought toothbrush 
kits. They went to the Tower Room where 
they learned the correct method of tooth-
brushing. Each person was taken to an 
examining room where a dentist rendered 
an examination. From there they were 
taken to one of the open tory rooms 
where they first chewed a red tablet that 
colored the stains, placques, and debris on 
the teeth red. With their newly purchased 
toothbrushes they brushed their teeth 
Present ing a br ief I 
Mrs. Rita Steele who is 
Marrson, Demonstrator. 
until the red stain disappeared. After the 
thorough brushing each person was seated 
in the denta l chair and received the topi-
cal application of Stannous Fluoride. Near-
ly 1700 patients were seen beginning with 
age six and up. As everything went so 
well, next year the age limit will be low-
ered to include the five year olds. Just a 
reminder to the participants of the Fluor-
ide Festival, that your visit did not re-
place your regular check-up by your fam-
Plans for the Naval Postgraduate School's " Fluor-
ide Festival" were developed by a committee 
composed of (from left) LCDR Michael D. Calli-
han, preventive dent istry office r; Mrs. Bonnie 
Shower, chai rman; Mrs. Robert C. Hurd, presiden t 
of the officers wives club; and CAPT Edmund H. 
Frizzell, dental officer (not shown). 
Photos courtesy U.s. Navy 
i1y dentist . Our records were for statisti-
cal purposes only. We recommend that: 
1. You visit your dentist regularly. 
2. Have your teeth cleaned profession-
ally by a dentist or denta l hygienist. 
J. Have Fluoride applied to your teeth. 
4. Brush regularly with a toothpaste 
containing fluoride. 
If you are living in La Mesa Village, 
you are fortunate to have fluoride in your 
drinking water. However, if you do not 
live in La Mesa you can get bottled fluor-
ide. You will need a prescription for this 
either f rom your dentist or doctor and 
t hen you can obtain this at the Naval Air 
Facility Dispensary. 
See you next year at the Fluoride Festi-
val! 
-Bonnie Shower 
HortMIl & W.b,t., 
r e le phone 172-0171 
Monte,ey, Colilo,nio 
CORSET SHOP 
CORSETS CUSTOM FinED 
IY REG ISTERED CORSETIERS 
.1 ... 














She was re-commissioned in March 
1922 as America's first aircraft carrier. 
Her flight deck was only 514 by 64 feet. 
She remained in commission until sunk by 
the Japanese during World War II. 
o USS SARA TOGA, 0 USS LANG-
LEY, 0 USS LEXINGTON, 0 USS 
YORKTOWN. 
She's the world's first nuclear-powered 
carrier. She has a 4Yz acre flight deck, 8 
pressurized water reactors, a crew of 4,600 
and her attack planes have a 3,000 mile 
range. 
o USS KITTY HAWK, 0 USS 
RANGER, 0 USS CONSTELLATION, 
o USS ENTERPRISE. 
This warship was the first to have all 
propelling machinery below the waterline. 
She was designed by John Ericsson in 1841. 
o USS PRINCETON, 0 USS MONI-
TOR, 0 USS MICHIGAN, 0 USS 
WOLVERINE. 
She was the first hospital ship definitely 
assigned for the purpose. She was fitted 
out in 1898. 
o USS HOPE, 0 USS MERCY, 0 USS 
SOLACE, 0 USS RELIEF. 
This man was the first officer under a 
commission of Congress and under the 
American flag to fight a British warship 
and make it strike its colors. 
o John Paul Jones, 0 John Barry, 
o John Rodgers, 0 John Worder. 
This Revolutionary War naval officer 
is generally thought of by Americans as 
this country's first naval hero. His battle 
cry, "I have not yet begun to fight" was 
defiantly uttered from the deck of the 
BONHOMME RICHARD shortly before 
the HMS SERAPIS was forced to sur-
render to him. 
o Stephen Decatur, 0 John Paul Jones, 
o James Lawrence, D David G. Farragut. 
In February 1960 this nuclear submarine 
became the first to travel under the Arctic 
ice to and around the north pole enroute 
from Honolulu. She spent 31 days and 4 
hours under the ice. 
o USS SARGO, 0 USS NAUTILIS, 
o USS SEADRAGON, 0 USS SKATE. 
This man, America 's first admiral, ral-
lied his men at the battle of Mobile Bay 
with this cry, "Damn the torpedoes! Full 
speed ahead!" 
o David G. Farragut, 0 Edward Preble, 
D George Dewey, 0 Oliver Hazard Perry. 
The United States recovered some lost 
ground in the space race May 5, 1961, 
when Commander Alan B. Shephard com-
pleted the first manned Mercury suborbital 
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flight by splashing the Freedom 7 neae this 
carrier which welcomed it ahoard via helo. 
o USS KEARSARGE, 0 USS LAKE BRAVO 
CHAMPLAIN, 0 USS TICONDER-
ZULU 
OGA, 0 USS LEXINGTON. 
When World War II ended September 
2, 1945 , the Navy had hccome the first 
fleet in world history to possess such tre-
mendous power. This number of ships 
were manned and serviced by 3,400,000 
men and women in uniform. 
o 1,000 ships, 0 2,500 ships, 0 750 
ships, 0 2,000 ships. 
ANSWERS 
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CDR W. A. TEASLEY, USN Curricu-
lar Officer l Or dna nee Engineering -
BRONZE STAR MEDAL. 
CA PT I. F. HENRY, USA, Operations 
A n a I y s i s - ARMY COMMENDATION 
MEDAL. 
CAPT C. A. HAGAN, USA, Opera-
tions Analysis - ARMY COMMENDATION 
MEDAL. 
MAl G. R. FRANK, USMC, Manage-
ment-NAVY COMMENDATION MEDAL. 
CAPT I. W. CHESSON, USMC, Elec-
tronics and Communications - NAVY 
COMMENDATION MEDAL. 
LCDR T. TUCKER, USN, Baccalau-
reate (B.S.) - NAVY COMMENDATION 
MEDAL. 
CHILDREN'S SHOE SPECIALISTS 
For Very Wide Feet W e Stock to EEE 
For Ve ry Narrow Feet We Stock to AAA 
Your Doctor's Orthopedic Prescriptions 
Accurately Filled 
I NTROOUCTORY OFFER 
With This Ad 
$1.00 off t.o Military on 1 st pair 
of leather shoes for children 
141 Webster at Cass (Behind Monterey Post Office) 373-2828 
SEARS SEARS 
H •• t fH (k ASl' ( ( 
ROEBUCK and CO. 
Immediate Delivery on TV's and Appliances 
• 
Shop in the Catalogue and Save 
• 
Free Estimates in the Home 
on Carpeting, Heating, Plumbing and 
Kitchen Remodeling 
Two Stores to Serve You 
H \ TYLER • MONTEREY 1760 Fremont-Olympia Shopping Center 
Telephone J75-1 571 Telephone J94-6701 
Pclge Twelve 
It's Spring cleaning time! A horrible 
thought, but one we unconsciously find 
ourselves fulfilling this time of the year. 
While rummaging through the closet, we 
find a part of our wardrobe we forgot 
about during the cold months. They seem 
to be saying "Hey, look me over." Well, 
do just that. Those of you who are fortu-
nate to handle the sewing machine, get 
with it! 
Try these articles on and watch that 
hemline. We have gone up during the past 
six months. If you feel that the styles are 
too short for you, an attractive length is, 
right across the center of the knee. No 
lower--or you will look like Mother Hub-
bard. A beauty tip: if you should decide 
on the shorter style, be sure and shave 
the leg above the knee. 
Supposing we have cleaned our closet; 
separated the summer, spring and winter 
clothing and find we are short of spring 
items. Forget about too many summer 
clothes, Monterey never reaches a real 
high. On the Peninsula Spring items can 





dress with a jacket combination or a three-
piece suit . These are very versatile. A pop-
ular style-the All American look-rolled 
collar, sleeveless sheath and A line. There 
is a reason why I mention the dress-jacket 
or three piece combination. Your dress for 
church or luncheon wear can also be mak-
ing the scene while dining out with hubby 
or friends. There is a chill in the air after 
six. "What can I slip on over my dress?" 
There we go again looking for a sweater or 
coat, only to find it doesn't co-ordinate 
with your dress. Save yourself a headache 
-PUt a little more into your shopping 
and purchase a two-in-one ensemble. 
These outfits are always in style and lre 
comfortable no matter what the hour. 
Be wise and practical - don't overdo 
your selection with the same color or style. 
Remember, color is very fashionable, es-
peciaJly when coordinated properly. While 
cleaning the closet-think of me-if you 
need someone to help, don't hesitate to 
write Box 1889 (for fashion help that 





Coast Guard Wives 
At a lovely luncheon at Neil De-
Vaughn's the new officers of the Coast 
Guard Wive's Club were elected by ac-
clamation. OUf new President is Pract 
Bronaugh, Vice-President, Nancy Bech-
tel, Secrctary-Treasurer, Ellie Shrum. 
Congratulations to the new officers! \'Vc 
look forward to an interesting and excit-
ing program for the coming tcrm. 
Outgoing President, Mary Ann Case, 
was presented with a memento of her term 
in office and received the thanks of all 
members of the club for a fruitful and in-
rercscing incumbency, which she richly 
deserved. 
The Coast Guard did itself proud in the 
Little Theatre's production of "South Pa-
cific," If the new group arriving this sum-
mer has half the talent that's here now 
the Little Theater can count on us for fu-
ture successful productions. Also memor-
able was the opening night after-theater 
party at the home of Ed and Mary Ann 
Case-how about Broadway and Sardi's 
next? 
WILLIAM CRAWFORD, 0,0, 
(LCDR, MSC, USNR, RET) 
A majority of the clubs m~mbers are 
hectically involved with moving plans as 
their husbands are getting ready to trip 
down the aisle for their much deserved 
and well-earned sheepskins. Typical of 
service life, the friends made here in Mon-
terey will be scattered to distant corners of 
the world, but the chances are good that 
future stations will reunite us. One last 
party is in the offing for the graduates-
"Aloha" to all---designed to be a fitting 
farewell, but it will be followed very 
closely by a Welcome Aboard party for 









The old order passeth but there's always 
a new wave to carry ~ on. Aloha! 
-Phyllis Naples 
Every home should have a rocker! 
Boston rocker illustrated, 
Come in and see our other styles-
GRIFFITH'S UNFINISIIED FURNITURE 
829 Broadway Seaside 394-6301 
WE CARRY A COMPLETE LINE Of HEMLOCK, PINE, WALNUT, OAK, ASH, AND OTHER HARDWOODS • AlSO, BEVERLY STAIN KITS AND ANTIQUE KITS 
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A Sense of Fair Play 
Cubs pitcher Dom Moore delivers to an uniden-
tified Pirate batter duri ng Navy Junior Baseball 
League play following opening ceremonies at La 
Mesa SchooL Catch ing for the Cubs is Tom 
Meeks. Frank Winn is handling the umpire chores 
at home plate . 
Is football replacing baseball in its 
time honored roll as our national pastime? 
Not so, if one views the enthusiasm for 
baseball generated by a group of boys 
who 3rc members of the Navy Juniors 
Baseball League. 
The League, whose membership is open 
to 9 to 12 year old dependent boys of 
members of the staff, faculty, and stu-
dents of the USNPGS as well as de-
pendent boys of members of the Depart-
ment of the Navy who arc living in the 
Monterey area, fields eleven teams com-
prising the American and National 
League. 
The League is in no way connected 
with the nationwide Little Leaguej it is a 
complete entity unto itself playing under 
its own constitution. Any boy meeting 
the requirement is eligible to play in 
this organization. It differs markedly 
from Little League in that it publishes no 
team standings and thereby has no top 
teams at the season's end. This is in keep-
ing with a good healthy competitive at-
mosphere rather than subjecting a young 
boy to the pressure of vying for coveted 
places. " ... the attainment of exceptional 
athletic skill or t he winning of games is 
secondary and the molding of future men 
is of prime importance," as set down in 
the constitution. A most favorable rule in 
this League is that each boy must have one 
time at bat and a half inning in the field, 
RADM E. J . O'Donnell, superintendent of the 
Naval Postgraduate School, addresses membe rs 
and fr iends of the Navy Junior Baseball League 
prior to throwing ou t the firs t ba ll of the season. 
The league consists of eleven teams averaging 
th irteen players. Photos courtesy U.s. Navy 
insuring that he plays in each game re-
gardless of talent. However, ability is 
given recognition by the selection of 24 
boys from each league at the season's finale 
to participate in two all-star games which 
w;1I be held th;s year on May 30th. 
The mothers and fathers of participat-
ing youngsters are an integral part of the 
league; without their voluntary services 
it could not function. The coaches, man-
agers, and umpires are generally fathers of 
the boys. The mothers lend their support 
on the sidelines by operating the snack bar 
set up at each game, thereby enabling the 
league to be completely self sufficient and 
by acting as scorekeepers and announcers . 
Decorations for the annual banquet at the 
season's conclusion is another of their 
functions. This is an occasion eagerly 
awaited by the boys who receive certi-
ficates of participation as well as proud 
smiles from their parents, guests at this 
annual affair. 
If one wants to sec baseball played in 
the spirit originally intended by the 
founder, Abner Doubleday, be sure to 
come to the games which are held behind 
La Mesa School every afternoon Monday 
through Friday beginning at 4:20 p.m. 
and on Saturday afternoon at noon and 
2 p.m. 
Admission is free. for an afternoon of 
thrills and genuine good fun! 
- Elizabeth Shapiro 
BUYING OR SELLING? 
TRI-CITY REAL ESTATE & INSURANCE 
3 OFFICES SERVING HISTORIC MONTEREY PENINSULA 
Pacilic Grove 
375 ·9541 
Washington al Pearl (Main Ollice) 
M onterey 
375· 244 2 
Seaside 










Visit our many departments 
and view the large selection of 
Royal Gifts fit for a queen . 
Jewelry and accessories to 
brighten her day, Candy to 
sweeten it, Flowers and plants 
to decorate it. Vast array of 
cards for that special Mother of 
Mothers - you're sure to find 
that "just right" one, to please 
her. 
Gift Certificates 
A most wanted present - let 
Mom choose her own Mothers 
Day Gift and she'll be sure to 
be pleased. You'll find these at 
the Green Stamp Desk-Street 
Floor. 
Personal Shopper 
Just 'phone 372-7131 and ask 
for Peggy Pete rs - let her do 
all your shopping for you. 
Peninsula's Leading, 
Quality Department Store 
THE CLASSMATE 
On t~ 1t "lntltrnatlonal Scltnlt 
Sicilia Cevallos and Rosita Rivadeneira inst ructing 
two fr iends. 
Two Spanish speaking wives from 
Ecuador are helping Postgraduate School 
preschoolers learn better English. Sicilia 
Cevallos and Rosita Olmedo are actually 
teaching the youngsters Spanish. "But 
since Spanish is a perfect phonic language," 
says Mrs. Ramona Boyd, the director of 
the Nursery School, "the lessons really 
help the children improve their own 
language." Mrs. Boyd explains that many 
four-years-olds still use baby talk. Phonics, 
plus the aid of phonetic Spanish, help 
many over t he hump. 
Mrs. Cevallos and Mrs. Olmeda have 
donated their Wednesdays since Septem-
SERVICES 
New Goodyear Tires 
Recapping - 1 Day Service 
Wheel Bala ncing 
Fron t Alig nme nt and Service 
Brake Service 
Muffle r a nd Tail Pipe Service 
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ber. Mrs. Cevallos brings her own three 
year old daughter, Paola, when she comes 
in the mornings and Mrs. Olmeda com-
pletes the day with three separate classes 
in the afternoon. Each teaches 60 children. 
"A class lasts only ten minutes because 
the four-year-old's attention span is very 
short," according to Mrs. Boyd. She be-
gan the pilot class of Spanish last year 
and this term asked the Ecuadorian wives 
to help her. Their true accents have helped 
the youngsters to rattle off some very 
authentic sounding Spanish songs, phrases 
and the numbers up to ten. Mrs. Boyd in-
terviewed fore ign language experts at the 
local Institute for Foreign Studies before 
starting her pilot program. "They think 
that four is the perfect age to acquaint 
youngsters with a new language," she 
said. "A nd besides learning a bit of 
Spanish, the children have been getting an 
insight to the culture of another country. 
It is amazing to see how interes ted they 
are. " 
Mrs. Cevallos and Mrs. Olmeda arrived 
in Monterey laSt July and will return to 
Ecuador in June when their husbands 
complete General Line coun:es at the 
Postgraduate School. 
The daughter of a retired architect , 
Sicilia Cevallos worked as a bilingual 
secretary before she was married four 
years ago. She also keeps busy attending 
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Four years of high school in Paola, Kan., 
helped Rosita Olmeda learn fluent Eng-
lish. After living with her uncle's family, 
she returned to Ecuador as a bilingual 
Ecuador's Navy wives now in iVIonterey are left 
to right: Mrs. Germanico Olmeda, Mrs. Fausto 
Cevallos, Mrs, Rodrigo Rivadeneira, Sr ., and Mrs. 
Marco Viteri. 
secretary for America's Point Four pro-
gram. Four years later she joined her 
family's book store business and still 
works as a manager for the firm which 
distributes newspapers, books and maga-
zines throughout South America. She 
has a daughter, Alba Rosa, 3. 
Mrs. Magdalena Rivadeneira, the third 
Ecuadorian wife to come to Monterey in 
July, keeps busy with her sons, Rodrigo 
Jr., 3, and Diego. 2. A native of Ecuador's 
capital, Guayaquil, she married after 
graduating from an academy course, 
equivalent to high school and two years 
of college here. Magdalena now attends 
English classes at Pacific Grove's Adult 
Night School and will also return to 
Ecuador in July. 
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The latest arrival from Ecuador is 
Mrs. Angelica Viceri, who met her hus-
band when he attended the naval academy 
in her native Chile. They came to Mon-
terey in December and will stay for two 
years whi le he studies naval engineering. 
Angelica, who has a three year old son, 
speaks fluent English which she learned at 
a British school near her home in Vina 
Del Mar, Chile. 
Inst ead of a different language, the 
Ecuadorian wives agree the biggest ad-
justment of living in a new country has 
been to keep house without a maid. 
"The others knew how to cook a li([le," 
laughs Rosita Olmedo. " But I had to learn 
everything. " 
Ecuadorian naval bases include Guaya-
quil, Q uito and Salinas. site of the naval 
academy. Most of the long cruises their 
husbands t ake, say the wives, are to the 
Galapagos Islands, Ecuador's possessions 
abou t 600 miles west in the Pacific The 
navy often operates with United States 
ships in the Unitas program. 
During their duty here, the Ecuadorian 
families have enjoyed side trips to Los 
Angeles , Las Vegas and San Francisco. 
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The children have t aken advantage of 
living in :1 new country too. All except 
li ttle Diego attend the Nursery School 
and are starting to speak some English. 
The other day three-year-old Alba Rosa 
surprised her mother with some new 
words as she hugged her and proudly 




For the fifth straight year Monterey 
will become a playground for speed as the 
nation's finest drivers compete for national 
championship points and a purse and prize 
jackpot of more than $21,000 May 1-7. 
The Laguna Seca race offers one of the 
more lucrative paychecks in the USRRC 
series. $17,000 has been guaranteed in 
purse money for the May 7 sports car race 
and Sedan hattie. 
Charlie Parsons of nearby Carmel is de-
fending USRRC champion having won 
the title in the final event of the season 
las t year. Charlie Hayes of Rock ville, 
Maryland is expected to defend his Laguna 
win of last May. 
Burt L. Richards 
NEW YORK LIFE 
INSURANCE COMPANY 
Life Insurance 
Group Insurance· Annu ities 
Health Insurance· Pension Plans 
555 Abrego Street 
Office: 375-2651, Residence : 
Monterey, Ca lifornia 
624-3163 
IN MONTEREY 
At the Casa, dancing is yours to enjoy every night of the 
week-rhythmic music by Bob Mag""son and the Casa 
Combo .. . the latest dances and the old favorites--and 
our dinners are superb! No minimum or coyer charge at 
any time! 
Enjoy the Cocktail lounge - music and fun 'round the 
Piano Bar 5:30 - 8:30 P.M. 
- for Parties, Banquets, Meetings-
Telephone 375-2411 
OWl mUI1fl1!8 
THE FRIENDLY COUNTRY INN WITH BIG CITY SERVICE 
Page Six teen 
fASHIOn fABRICS 
See our 10.10 colleclion 01 m .... elous prints .nd i. 
eolorful stripes. checb. ClinTon,. 
IIonols. primi1ins! 
Sew ""'erin, eMsi",s fot molhers.nd dlu,lIters •• 
tuned in to 'norile trends: eul·in 
omock ,.'he~. tent 
Two Stores 
1123 FREMONT BOULEVARD, SEASIDE 
Phone 375·5963 
215L RESERVATION ROAD 
MARINA VILLAGE SHOPPING CENTER 
Phone 384·7888 
Owned and operated by 
CDR lee G. Mills, USN (Ret.l 
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Pets, and Places 
"It's the only way to travel during urban renewal. " 
The main qualifications for a Navy pet 
would seem to include companionship, 
"movability," and some limitation on size 
or special care. But the individual pets in-
cluded under these guidelines are more 
varied than most of us would imagine-
and all photographic "hams." 
Possibly the most obvious exception to 
the "rules," two Shetland ponies owned by 
the Tom Tuckers (B5B7) made the trip 
from Escondido, California, to Carmel 
Valley just like any house pets ... except 
that Duchess and Red Doll travelled in a 
special trailer rented for the move. If 
LCDR Tucker's next duty st ation is in 
California, the ponies can expect another 
transfer, too. 
Why ponies? "It's best to get them 
while you can," says Carol Tucker. 
"Later on the boys will be more involved 
in school and sports and won't have time 
to enjoy ponies. And the animals teach 
the boys responsibility, too." Tim ( 11 ) 
feeds the mares twice a day and has 
learned to "saddle up" by himself. Dean 
(8) posed with Duchess for pictures and 
is fast learning how to handle her with 
authority. 
Down the scale in size (but not much) 
is Anka, the St. Bernard "puppy" (one 
year old) owned by the Harold Prices 
(BAB6) of La Mesa Village. Although 
Monterey is her first home, Anka shows 
her adventurous spirit by climbing in the 
family's Volkswagen "bug" for outings 
with Karen and the girls, causing many a 
double-take. A good playmate, Anka 
stands patiently as Debbie (3) and Kendra 
(2) clamber up, over, and around her. 
T wo doors down and Anka's senior by 
five days is Deiter, a miniature red dachs-
hund belonging to the James Dorsey fam-
ily. Deiter has yet to see his first move but 
already proved himself a favorite with 
the children. Harder even than leaving his 
first home will be leaving Anka, whom he 
considers his "girlfriend." 
One dog who has weathered several 
moves is Crockett, the black Labrador 
Retriever owned by Dave and Sid Orrik 
(MNX6) in Marina. Starting Navy life 
in Long Beach as a puppy, Crockett went 
on to Chula Vista and Coronado before 
coming here. His love of the water is 
now given expression at Moss Landing, 







Open Nights for Your Convenience at the Mark Thomas 
Inn opposite Postgraduate School-phone 372-7406 
TWO LOCATIONS 
MARK THOMAS INN 
1360 Mark Thomas Drive 
FRontie r 2-7406 
DOWNTOWN MONTEREY 




"You wouldn't go surfing without me, would you?" 
But surfing is not Crockett's only un-
usual craving. H e also loves to be va-
cuumed (furniture brush attachment). 
thanks to Sid's mother. who decided that 
such a big dog should not be afraid of any 
little machine. Now instead of getting 
out of the way when housecleaning starts, 
he's right there on station! 
An even longer line of moves is behind 
Sabre, a seal point Siamese cat who makes 
his residence with the Mike Fenns 
(ROA6) in Marina. Sabre lived in Florida, 
Louisiana, Virginia, and Indiana before 
coming west. The Fenn's second cat, a 
yellow tabby named Herman, was ob-
tained as a "replacement" when Sabre 
disappeared in Key West. Sabre later re-
turned, however, and now both cats love 
to accompany the family on camping 
trips. At home, Sabre and H erman have 
made themselves useful by catching all 
the gophers which once threatened to un-
dermine horticultural endeavors in the 
front yard. 
Tina, the blue and cream Persian be-
longing to the Jon Hardens (ROA6) in 
Monterey, is an excellent example of a 
pet for apartments or small homes. Dur-
ing Jon's field trip in Viet Nam this last 
fall, Tina was excellent company for Rob-
bie, who made sure her pet had all the vita-
mins and extra brushings time allowed. 
Now that Jon is back and there's a new 
baby in the house (Jon Jr.), Tina has 
had to share the spotlight, but she has 
done so without complaining - even to 
waiting patiently while the baby is now 
the first one fed in the morning. Robbie 
noted that besides having an easy-going 
disposition, the Persian can keep in trim 
with little more exercise than a few daily 
stretches. 
Another easy-going customer, "Gun-
ner," Adm. O'Donnell's basset hound, is 
a study in relaxation. The O'Donnells ob-
tained him in April 1965. soon after ar-
riving in Monterey. Mrs. O'Donnell heard 
a dog advertised at a luncheon - the 
owners' children were allergic to dog hair 
- and ended up giving him a home. Ad-
miral O'Donnell provided the new nick-
name, "Gunner," taken from the unofficial 
moniker once applied to naval ordnance 
men. 
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"Ahhh. . Spring !" 
"Gunner" once decided that he needed 
more room to exercise, however. and 
strayed off the school grounds. finally end-
ing up at Fisherman's Wharf. He was re-
turned the next day when a student, who 
picked him up, heard a radio announce-
ment concerning the lost pet. Since that 
unofficial outing. says Mrs. O'Donnell , his 
liberty card has been revoked. 
Perhaps the pet with the most desirable 
"extra" for a Navy family is Rex, a 
white Bichon Frise owned by the Dick 
Foxes (MNY6) in La Mesa. Rex ab-
solutely, positively does not shed on blues ! 
"Ever ge t up on the wrong side of the bed?" 
The only one of a litter, Rex turned out 
to be a slightly oversize example of his 
breed, wh ich is relatively unknown in this 
country. But he does carry out the traits 
of his g roup. (Bichon Frise means "lov-
able, curly one.") Although his Coat is 
wooly like that of a poodle, it is simply 
shaped, not shaved. He removes some of 
the t ang les that is inevitable in long hair, 
but there is no shedding as such. 
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Rex's favorite spot for sleeping or 
watching the passing scene is on top of a 
large hatch-cover table by the window in 
the living room. Besides this indulgence, 
all he requires is all the love and attention 
he can muster. 
. that's my gopher hole you're stand-
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DEATH VALLEY-BEAUTY AND THE BEAST 
Desert scene 
Early in the new year, my husband and 
I went to visit Navy friends stationed in 
that rather lonely outpost called China 
Lake, located in the northern tip of the 
Mojave Desert. We decided to make a 
day trip to Death Valley and set out 
early in the morning with a picnic lunch. 
It was a 2 ~ hour drive through mountain 
range upon mountain range - all brown 
and desolate, with nothing to break the 
monotony except an occasional wind-
blown shack and a couple of borax 
towns, white and errie with the borax 
dust. The scenery, however, was magni-
ficent; it was all so deathly quiet, so far 
removed from every day life. One could 
well imagine how the early settlers had 
given way to despair after crossing range 
after range, expecti.ng finally to have 
reached the land of milk and honey. 
When we arrived at Death Valley, we 
were quite surprised to find it wasn't just 
flat, sandy and barren. In fact, not only 
is it a vast geological museum, but animal 
and pbnt life is quite profuse there. All 
the great divisions of geologic time, called 
eras, and nearly all their subdivisions, or 
periods are represented . Death Valley was 
created by faulting, the slow collapse of a 
great section of land. At the same time, 
the mountain ranges thrust up east and 
UNITED SE~V1CES LIFE I lls l IN SURANCE COMPANY 
'" a ... , .... 0 .. . 
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His Wife and Children 
Represented in this area by 
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I said we were going to have dinner at the Warehouse for 
Mother's Day - MOM. 
The "Warehouse 
PHONE 375-1921 CANNERY ROW 
Music - Pizza - Spaghetti - Ravioli - Beer - Booze - Fun - Silent Movies 
Sunri.e at Zabriakie Point 
west, virtually cutting the valley off 
from the outside. 
We entered the valley at Panamint 
Springs and continued north-eastward to-
ward Furnace Creek. On the way, we 
came upon an old, weatherbeaten gold 
prospector, complete with cowboy hat, 
the brim turned up, and a large bullet 
hole shining through it. He had tiny, 
gold-wired spectacles perched on his nose 
and the most bowed legs I had ever seen. 
Here, I thought, is the real McCoy. He was 
standing by a covered wagon, (just like 
the cowboy films) a sleepy donkey by 
his side loaded up with gold prospecting 
kit. Getting closer, we were disappointed 
to read on his upturned prospecting pan, 
"Have your photograph taken here, for 
a small fee" - however, we were tourists 
after all, and took our photograph. I asked 
this hardened old man whether he was 
here all summer-the blistering heat some-
times goes up to 140 0 • "Goodness no," he 
said, "it gets much tOO hot, I spend my 
summers in Florida." 
We passed the remains of some old 
mining towns, the most famous of which 
is called Skiddoo. We were told the story 
that, in the bad old days when gold and 
silver prospecting had JUSt begun, a man 
was lynched in that town. When the 
news was finally relayed to a bigger city, 
• 
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some newspaper reporters managed to 
made the trip out there. By that time the 
man had long been buried, but in order 
to get a picture for their paper they dug 
him up and hung him again and got their 
picture! 
Another interesting sight were some 
beautifully sculptured sand dunes, more 
or less in the center of the valley, which 
are blown about by winds funnelled up 
and down the valley. Near there we came 
upon the "Devil's Cornfield" which 
looked like neatly shocked corn, and must 
have fooled some of the starving settlers 
who had struggled to get across the val-
ley. 
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habit the rocky slopes and gorges, wild 
burros, descendents of those of the pros-
pectors, frequent the Panamint Moun-
tains. (We did actually see quite a few 
burros.) There are even small puppy fish 
uniquely adapted to the saline waters of 
the few streams in the valley. 
Near the Visitor Center were some 
shady picnic grounds and from where we 
sat, we could see Furnace Creek Inn and 
Ranch, perched on the edge of a moun-
tain. If anyone ever wanted to U get away 
from it aU" that would be the ideal place. 
Further on in the valley is a place 
called Scotty's Castle which belonged to 
a man called Walter Scott, ex-cowboy of 
the Buffalo Bill Wild West Show and a 
gold prospector. He was the most colorful 
resident of the valley for many years and 
became known as Death Valley Scotty. It 
was he, who with his millionaire friend 
A. M. Johnson, built the fabulous castle, 
full of art treasures, which bears his 
name. Tours of this castle are conducted 
hourly and overnight accommodation is 
av::tilable. 
Anyone who is interested in visiting 
the valley should be warned that in the 
summer the heat is so intense that some 
of the roads are closed for public safety. 
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However, the main roads are patrolled 
frequently and one can drive safely and 
comfortably to the valley and into the 
mountains. Summer travel to Death Val-
ley is on the increase and there are now 
about 15,000 visi tors per month even 
during the hottest weather. Death Valley 
can be reached within a day's travel from 
Monterey. Camp grounds are also avail-
able. 
When we left, we couldn't help but feel 
glad th:lt we weren't the first people to 
have crossed that valley. 
-Kirsten Taranto 
We drove as far as the Visitor Center 
at Furnace Creek which is a museum and 
gives a survey of the natural history and 
the history of Death Valley National 
Monument. Here we attended an in-
teresting slide show, which illustrated 
very well the beauty of this valley. When 
winter rains have been sufficient and the 
temperatures favorable, the Death Valley 
flower show in t he spring is superb. 
A myriad of desert flowers bloom into a 
r iot of color. T he slides also showed some 
of t he animal life indigenous to Death 
Valley such as antelope, ground squirrels, 
kangaroo rats, wood rats, rabbits, kit fox, 
coyotes and bobcats. Desert bighorns in-
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Editor: June Cbra ,rs 
Section Rep 0 r t c r s: Claudia Y ork., 
Gretchen Despard, Gail Messerschmidt, 
Carol Heinz, Barbara Baker, Kalbee Wil-
let/s, Maria Pel1aranda. 
3 rd Year Aero . . . Betty McCauley 
and Anncnc Strum were hostesses for a 
buffet luncheon at the Outrigger. 
The sections social event this month 
was a cocktail party in the home of John 
and Jean Laferty co-hosted by Chuck and 
Louise Cromer. 
Bridge hostesses were Joanne Pyle and 
Annette Strum. 
AAA5 ... Mr. and Mrs. H. Francis 
Mahoney of Springfield, Vermont, visited 
their daughter and son-in-law, Jan and 
Dave Amidon and three grandchildren 
while on the West Coast attending an in-
surance convention in San Francisco. 
Ann Marshall was the hostess for the 
first bridge of the month, Chris Castle for 
the second. 
The monthly section coffee was spon-
sored by Chris Ellis, held at Ann Marshall's 
home. Everyone enjoyed a game of Bingo, 
especially those winning the prizes. 
ABY5 ... The March bridge was held 
jointly with the AAZ6 section at Jinny 
Poland's home with Sandy Hawkins and 
Jinny as hostesses. Charlene and John 
Thomson and Nancy and Jim Swift had a 
marvelous holiday during the term break 
in San Francisco. Also during the term 
bre2k Carol and Phil Noggle went to 
China Peak skiingi and Charlotte and Dek 
Stevenson took the famjly on a camping 
trip to Hunter Liggett, Prissy and Wick 
Parcells have as house guests her parents, 
Mr. and Mrs. Roman Hales and her broth-
er, Gaillard. Mrs. Grace Norton is visiting 
Linda :md Paul Norton. 
AAZs ... The combined sections gath-
ered at the Studio Restaurant Theater to 
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wine, dine and applaud a fine performance 
of "Catch Me If You Can." 
The monthly luncheon held at June 
Simpson's in Carmel and hostessed by Ann 
Lloyd and Clare Banolett was enjoyed by 
a good number of wives. 
The Jim Dudley's were visited by Judy's 
brother, Ben Ingram, 1st Lt., Army, who 
was enroute to Viet Nam. 
Between sessions, the Ceci l Hawkins 
journeyed to Yosemite for a weekend of 
!okiing, hiking and cave hunting. 
The Bartoletts became entangled in the 
crowd celebrating the Chinese New Year 
in San Francisco while attending Clare's 
college reunion. 
Bob and Sue Machado took advantage 
of the free weekend between sessions by 
going to Bob's folks in Hayward and help-
ing to celebrate Bob's father's birthday. 
The Lenzinis were visited during Eas-
ter vacation by Marty's sister who is a 
teacher in Illinois. 
Louise Beck and the kids learned about 
California farming at some friends' farm 
ncar Madera during Easter vacation. 
AAA6 .. . The section celebrated at 
term break with a dinner party at the 
John Johnsons in their lovely home over-
looking the bay. Audrey baked a mam-
moth ham and the wives brought dishes 
of goodies. 
Bridge hostess for the month was Bar-
bara Baker. 
Visitors to the area included Diane's 
cousin to the Chuck Sweeneys. Mr. and 
Mrs. Frank Norris from Torrence. 
Visiting Tony and Bonnie Miller was 
Beth Salmon and children from Indiana-
polis. 
In April the wives met for a coffee 
hostessed by June Chrans . . . C lever 
invitations were sent out, made by June 
at Sandy Merriman's silk screening class! 
AAZ6 ... Polly Van Dyke and Kim 
Bringhurst were the inspired hostesses for 
YOUR HOST ON THE ~J VILLA CARUSO MONTEREY PENINSULA 
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this month'<; wives luncheon held at the 
secluded Highlands Inn; the lovely drive 
down, the majestic view from the dining 
room, and the sumptuous buffet lunch 
combined to nllke this one of the most de-
lightful get-togethers. 
The husbands of the section ended the 
t erm with a consoling keg in a cozy room 
at the NALF Club. Just the way to spend 
a drizzly afte rnoon. 
A very pleasant bridge session was 
hosted by H elena Menning in her La 
Mesa home this month. Helena and her 
husband Fritz also hosted a neighborhood 
Easter Egg Hunt to the delight of their 
two little girls as well as about twenty 
other youngsters. 
Leo and Kathee W illetts won first 
prize at the OWC Reno in Review for 
winn ing a total of S 62 chips! They arc 
now the proud owners of a gallon bottle 




Editor: DcElte Johnson 
Reporters: Marge Hanle , Donna Ches-
son, Jean Rozelle. Jo Ann Simpleman. Gail 
Holt. 
EAXSa ... Sylv ia Flint was surprised 
by sec tion wives at a baby shower in her 
honor held at Susan Thomas' apartment. 
The most surprising thing of all was the 
fact that she received three simil ar blan-
kets differing mainly in color - and all 
chosen by husbands! The new Flint heir 
will certainly be well clothed. 
EBA7 . .. Section wives met at The 
Tuck Box in Ca rmel for a Luncheon early 
this month. They concluded the after-
noon with a short tour of some of the 
shops in the area and a bit of wine and 
cheese-tast ing at the Hickory Farms store, 
Fred Kleyn opened his Monterey home 
to the entire section for their monthly 
event. An informal get- together was en-
joyed by everyone. 
EBX6 . .. In February the wives met 
at Jill Myatt's home for an evening get-
together. Glee Huebner was the co-hostess , 
During the evening Peggy Hobler, our 
section leader, presented Jean Rozelle with 
a sterling silver baby cup, a gift from the 
sect ion, commemorating the birth of the 
Rozelle's new son. 
The sec tion attended a cockta il party 
g iven for them by Prof. Austin Frey at 
his home. A most enjoyable time was 
spent by all. 
• 
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A lso in February t he couples had a 
marvelous evening in Carmel at the 
Theatre in the Round. A delicious dinner 
was served, and dessert was en joyed as we 
watched the delightful mystery-comedy 
play. "Catch Me If You C,n." T he hom 
for the evening were CAPT and Mrs. 
Norbert Spitzer, who opened their home 
to the couples for "before dinner" cock-
tai ls and "after t heatre" gaiety! Good 
food and a good time was had by every-
one. 
In March the bridge players gathered 
at Jan Dubek's home for evening bridge. 
Jan was "high" winner for the evening, 
and Jean Rozelle was "'ow," A delicious 
dessert and coffee were served at the end 
of the evening. 
EBY6 . . . A "Welcome Coffee" was 
held at the home of Alice Vitalis. New-
comers to the section acc the Fairchilds, 
Reimanns, Wisharcs, and Dave Hiller. 
Shirley Taylor entercained section 
bridge this month at her home. The Tay-
lors also entertained Stan Wiederspan, 
Shirley's brother from Mount Pleasant, 
Iowa, over the Easter holiday. 
Jrd YEAR GROUP .. . Students ,nd 
wives attended the California First Thea-
tre and later took in the show at the Ware-
house. Sandra and Jim Dean hostessed a 
casual parcy at their home. Section fam-
ilies enjoyed a picnic at the Naval Air 
Facility picnic grounds. 
~ 
ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES 
Editor: Carol Eitel 
Reporcers: Bools Sandler, Bonltie Carver, 
Joann Snyder, Sharon Maier, Barbara 
Bardeschewsk.i, Doris Morgan. 
MMZ5 ... Marilyn McCree's home pro-
vided a delightful atmosphere for the 
monthly bridge gathering of our section 
wives. An after Easter luncheon hosted by 
Helen Sharp, was held in Carmel by the 
Sea at the Crichton House. Bil l and Doris 
Morgan planned a section party that all 
enjoyed" NALF Officers' Club. 
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"Say. Marvel, is that a weather balloon per 
char,cE:~" 
MMZ6 . . . The section wives, hosted 
by lynn Otis and Sue Beaulieu held a cof-
fee klatCh at the Hidden Vill'ge. A gath-
ering of the clan was held at the Pebble 
Beach Club where we were guests of 
Stormy and Bud Carlson. All enjoyed a 
beach picnic and a hot fire! Bridge this 
month was hosted by Sylvia Svendsgaard. 
We would like to welcome to Monterey 
and our section Mila Velasco, who recently 
arrived from the Philippines. 
MOZ6 . . . The beginning of spring 
was the day for our monthly sect ion wives 
coffee and our hostess, Nueva Sears, 
caught the mood with a cake decorated 
with crystallized violets. Kirsten Taranto 
was bridge hostess for the month and 
treated us to a delicious dessert. 
MMA6 and MAA6 . .. Joan Strey was 
both our bridge and coffee hostess this 
past month. Our most recent parcy, ar-
ranged by the Kaag 's and Maier's, was held 
at the Warehouse, beginning with cock-
tails at Flora's. Good food, much drink, 
and wild entertainment were enjoyed by 
,II. 
MOZ5 . . . Kalisa's Restaurant was 
chosen by our hostess, Terry Harlett for 
the March luncheon. Betty Phelps' parents, 
Mr. and Mrs. E. P. Kampfe are taking in 
the Monterey Peninsula sunshine. Grace 
Fleming held the monthly bridge in her 
home, cnding with a fantastic flaming des-
sert. 
MOA7 . . . Mrs. C. E. Dorman was 
hostess for our monthly bridge party. De-
licious refreshments were served there 
after. Our reg u I a r social was a 
luncheon at the Jolly Rogue Restaurant 
Why buy and wash diapers when we can furnish them for you? 
Phone 375-6513 
RECOMMENDED BY DOCTORS 
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PICK-UP AND DELIVERY 
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following a very enjoyable wine tasting 
there. Husbands and wives enjoyed a de-
lightful cocktail party given by lCDR 
and Mrs. James R. Ramzy. A marvelous 
way for new friends to get acquainted. 
~ 
ENGINEERING SCIENCE 
Editor: Leticia Francis 
Reporters: Beverly Kingsley, Janet S1I1-
!iva", Marlha Sierrill, Pal Dalloll, Betty 
Roth and Doris Pierce. 
Curriculum wives were delighted by a 
showing of new Spring Fashions by Mar-
guerite's during their monthly luncheon 
at the Mark Thomas Inn. 
Curriculum wives also met for an eve-
ning of bridge at the home of Sharron 
Dattilo, and section SAA7 bridge players 
met twice during the month at the homes 
of Janet Sullivan and Delane Baker. 
Jim and Donna Seebirt entertained 
SCC7 couples in the party room of their 
Olympia Pines apartment following a 
hectic week of fi nals. Teriyaki steak and 
Oriental hors d'ocuvres were served as 
the group enjoyed an evening of bridge. 
Section SBA7's Steve and Beverly 
Kingsley enjoyed a recent vis it by their 
parents, CAPT and Mrs. P. Kingsley 
from Ridgewood. N .).. ,nd Mr. ,nd Mrs. 
Raymond Salhoff of Fredonia, N.Y., who 
timed their vacations so that both families 
could be together for a ten day visit with 
children and grandchi ldren. 
Jim Alan, 6 Ibs., 12 oz., Feb. 19, to 
LCDR and Mrs. James R. ADCOX. 
Cathan Aiko. adopted March J by L T 
,nd Mrs. Don BAKER. 
Mark Stevens, 5 Ibs. 14 oz., December 
29 to CAPT and Mrs. D,vid W. HARDI-
MAN. 
Leslie Anne, 7 Ibs .• March 28 to LT and 
Mrs. Douglas KELLER. 
William lewis, 7 lbs. 4 Yz oz., March 11 
to LT and Mrs. Ronald R. LEPAK. 
April Dawn, 2 Ibs. 3 oz., March 13 to 
L T and Mrs. Philip RIDGELY. 
Catherine Anne, 9 Ibs. 13 oz., Jan. 23 
to LT and Mrs. James E. STANLEY. 
Catherine Elaine, 8 Ibs. 5 oz., March 
17 to CAPT and Mrs. Harold D. SULLI-
VAN. 
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Fleet Numerical Weather 
Facility 
June Simpson's in Carmel was the scene 
of the March wives luncheon which was 
followed by visits to several art galleries 
and shopping. The day was enjoyed by all 
who attended. 
We welcome back Mr. and Mrs. 
" Hamm" Hamilton who will be residing 
with their son LCDR Glen Hamilton and 
Allen. 
Congratulations to the Brearton's on 
their recent move to a new home in Paci-
fic Grove. We're all looking forward to 
that "open house. II 
C'+J) 
GENERAL LINE AND 
BACCALAUREATE 
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Walden home carried the Easter theme in 
the many decorations, and the goodies 
were outsunding! Betty Walden was also 
bridge hostess for March. 
Following the Aucoin wedding and rc-
ception, l dinner at the Whaler gave every-
one a chlnce to say goodbye to the Ben-
netts, Porters, Webbs, and Gary Holmes, 
all who departed for new duty stations. 
BSA7 ... Our March wives function 
was a very enjoyable coffee held at 
Brenda Limbaugh's home. Betsy Cooley 
was co-hostess. 
Plans were made to meet at the Reno 
Night. To everyone's surprise the section 
made a good showing. The John Mar-
shalls went horne with a T V set, the door 
prize, and the Roy Knaubs took third 
place in highest number of chips won for 
a long-tall bottle of wine. Nice going 
gang! 
Editor: Judy Sledge The bridge group met at Lois Ann 
Bethea's horne this month. At long last 
Reporters: Judy Gerl, Kriss FrtJnzen, our section leader's wife has arrived. 
Pal Besl, Joen Boerner, Judy Sledge, San-
dy Weier mann, Jerry Gregory, Phyllis Welcome aboard Judy Derda! 
h 1/ h BAZ6 ... Arrangements were made by 
Coyne, Anna upford, P y is Rul . Joy Roberts and Marianne Pistolessi for 
BAYS ... The end-of-the-term "free wine tasting at the San Martin Winery 
week end" gave a few the chance to go followed by a luncheon at the Jolly 
out of town. Among the lucky ones were Rogue. 
t he Daileys, who drove to Castro Valley Berta and Jay Deloach were hosts to 
the Beetle Baileys, who went to Big Sur; Mr. Joseph Buehler from Georgia, and Mr. 
and the Wallings, who visited Sue's par- and Mrs. James Sims and children from 
ents in Pasadena. Palos Verdes Estates. Mr. and Mrs. Tom 
Our coffee this month was hostessed by Breitenbach of Santa Anna visited with 
~.Wiiiaiildiie.n.aiiniid.iiDiiiiia iine.ii ••• T.hiie •• T.eriir.y.and An thon y Ruotolo. 
2161 FREMONT 'HONE )7].155) 
FREE on the Lane Instruction - On Request 
Nursery Open - Monday thru Friday, 9 a .m. - 5 p.m. 
Every Friday - Ladies Day - Every Friday 





LUNCHEONS • COFFEE SHOP 
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The bridge players enjoyed the hospi-
tali ty of Shirley Sommers of BAY 6. 
Zip Dimon was the hostess for a plan-
ning coffee. 
During the " term break," the Carl 
jensens, Jerry Higginscs, Don Gilliam-
scns, and Red Bests pulled their trailers to 
the los Banos area for a leisurely week-
end of camping. 
A section party was held at the com-
munity center with the wives in charge. 
Each wife made her fa vorite dish to serve, 
and entertainment was provided to com-
plete an enjoyable evening. 
BAA6 . . . The March wives' luncheon 
was at the Whaler. Hostesses were Mary 
Frankenfield and Jackie Spiegler. 
Sharon King's mother, Mrs. John Mul-
rooney, was here for a month long visit 
from Scranton, Pennsylvania. 
Mary Frankenfield, children, and dog 
visited Bob's family in Visea, Californil, 
during the Easter week holiday. 
BSZ5 . .. The wives' social event for 
March was a luncheon at the Mark Thomas 
Inn, with Judy Sledge and Carolyn Stal. 
cup as our hostesses. The program for the 
day was an informal showing of spring 
fashions from Marguerites. 
Almost every member in the sect ion 
gathered [0 take part in the OWC's 
Reno Night, some even serving as dealers 
or hostesses. Though no prizes were won, 
our group certainly tried. 
J oe and Ann Wall were hosts for a 
cocktail party in their home in honor of 
C. E. and Sue Myers and Dick and 
Sandra Raiter. Section members and 
friends gathered to bid them farewell and 
good luck. 
A wild boar roast, a la Stuyvesant Fish, 
was conceived and carried through by 
Tina and Bob Palombo. Lucky were the 
couples (sec tion, international , and "just 
friends") who shared in this delicious 
feast at the NPGS 0 Club. 
A stag Beer Bust was held at the NALF 
o Club to bid farewell to the three mcm-
bers of our section who graduated in 
March: C. E. Myers, Dick Raiter, and 
Foster Bottenberg. Not to be outdone, 
the wives gathered at the same time at 
Sue Myers' home to sip ( ?) champagne. 
The Glenn Thompsons took advantage 
of the end-of-term week end and made 
the trip to Yosemite National Park. 
The Sonny Sledges had as houseguests 
LCDR and Mrs. Les Morrisett and sons 
of Seal Beach, Calif . 
BSB7 . . . The section met twice for 
bridge this month. Our hostesses for these 
gatherings were Patsy McLaurin and 
Diane Huth. 
In lieu of our monthly luncheon, a cof-
fee was held at the home of Diane Huth. 
We enjoyed an interesting cosmetic dem-
onstration at that get-together. 
• 
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We made a section outing of Reno 
Night at the 0 Club in March beginning 
the evening with the delicious buffet fea-
tured by the Club. Everyone thoroughly 
enjoyed the night of gambling and games. 
BSA6 . .. Jan Backman and Jerry Greg-
ory were hostesses when the wives met at 
La Portes Auction Studio for an inter-
esting talk about shopping at auctions by 
Mr. Dan Turrentine. We then went to the 
colorful Floras for lunch. 
The section met for cocktails at the 
club and then headed for an evening of 
fun at the First Theater. Kay and Larry 
Carpenter and Rita and Norm Bull 
planned the entertaining evening. 
O ut-af-town excursioners included the 
Hugos, who enjoyed a weekend at Dis-
neyland with their children, and the Back-
mans, who had fun in the snow at 
Yosemite with their two children . 
BSB6 . .. Wanda Johnson and Eloise 
Yelle hostessed a gay spring luncheon at 
the Outrigger. To ge t all in the mood 
for Easter, an informal hat show was held. 
The Sow's Ear of Carmel furnished the 
lovely hats and accessories, and they were 
modeled by Mary Selgrath, Terry Vin-
son, and Phyllis Coyne. After the model-
ing, everyone tried on hats to her heart's 
content. 
This month found several of our sec-
tion entertaining out-of-town visitors. 
Courtney and Eloise Yelle were pleased 
with the return visit of Ellie's parents, Mr. 
and Mrs. Dubreuil of New Bedford, Mass. 
The Shoemakers entertained LeRoy's 
mother from San Diego. Mr. and Mrs. Les-
ter Mayo, Sr., of Guin, Alabama, spent the 
Easter holidays with their son and daugh-
tcr-in-law, Buddy and Clara Mayo. 
Mrs. Anna Bormolini, in town for the 
wedding of her son, Lt. John Bormolini, 
was the houseguest of Susan and Brant 
Powell. Bill and Phyllis Coyne were pleased 
to have an Easter visit from old friends, 
Mr. and Mrs. John Hooper and their fam-
ily, from Chula Vista, Calif. 
The joint BSA6-BSB6 bridge was host-
essed by Sara Miller and Michele Pctti-
john. Susan Powell and Bev Kennedy were 
hostcsses for the weekly section bridges 
this month. 
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BAZs . .. In February an open menu 
was cnjoyed by our section wives at Neil 
DeVaughn's on Cannery Row. An en-
g raved charm, as a mementO of the class 
at the Post Graduate School, was received 
by each lady. Our thanks to Ginny Platt 
and Fran Fitzgerald for planning this 
pleasant luncheon. 
The Fairway Room at the Carmel Val-
ley Country Club was the scene of our re-
cent luncheon in honor of our sec tion 
leader's wife, Ginny Carlson, whose hus-
band graduated in March. Many friends 
and Valley neighbors of the Carlsons were 
guests. A special guest was Mrs. Ursula 
King. A charm bracelet with a cypress 
tree charm and a class charm was pre-
sented as a token of gratitude from the 
section wives. Co-hostesses we r e Pat 
Clarke and Barbara Edwards. 
Farewells were said recently at a party 
given for George and G inny Carl son and 
Phyllis Smalley. The setting was upstairs 
at the Outrigger. Music, dancing, good 
food, and drink were enjoyed by the many 
friends of the Carlsons and Phyllis. The 
general topic of conversat ion of the eve-
ning was future duty stations for all who 
will soon be graduating. We wish the Carl-
sons and Lt. Smalley much happiness at 
their new duty stations. 
BSZ6 . . . Our wives function for 
February was a "Come as You Are" cof-
fee, held at the home of Phyllis Schim-
ming with Margaret Scheiter as co-hos-
tess. Phone calls to all the gals were made 
the week before bright and early in the 
morning. Needless to say, there were many 
unusual outfits worns as we all enjoyed a 
leisure morning of goodies and chatter. 
Gene and Nelda Whitt, along with Bob 
and Shirley Johnson, were co-hosts for our 
monthly socia l. The Terrace Room was 
the place and the setting was that of a 
Hawaiian Luau. A delicious native meal 
was served in true island custom. Prizes 
were given for the most authen tic cos-
tumes. 
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NAVAL AUXI LIARY 
LANDING FIELD 
Editor: Marg Moore 
The Officer's wives of NALF met for 
their March luncheon at the NALF "0" 
Club, where St. Patrick's Day was duly 
honored with decorations and center pieces 
of gre~n and white. Fern Granneman and 
Marg Moore were the hostesses for this 
luncheon. Suggestions were discussed for 
more unusual and interesting events for 
the club members for future months. Mrs. 
M . T. Whittier brought her daughter-in-
la w as her guest and we were delighted to 
meet the new Mrs. M. T. Whittier Jr. 
Marilyn Ramsey of Salinas, was the guest 
of Mrs. H. M. Howser, also of Salinas. 
"Family Night" was a big success at 
the NALF "a .. Club as Officers and their 
families from the area gathered for a de-
licious buffet and congenial atmosphere. 
All the olanninR and posters were in the 
capable hands of Sandy Moore and Karen 
Spencer. It was a. "fun" evening for the 
children as they romped about and amaz-
ing to sec how they greatly outnumbered 
the adults. 
~ 
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LCDR Leonard Aucoin and Ardath 
Moore were married Monday, March 20, at 
the Postgraduate School Protestant Chapel. 
A reception followed in the Galleon Room. 
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Editor: Donna Desrosiers 
Reporters: Marge Duich, Leslie Rich. 
ardson, Chris Umberger, Andie Lepak. 
NHX5 . . . Gerd Olsacker was hostess 
at a surprise baby shower for Sally Kline. 
Section wives surprised Sally with a car 
bed, infant scat and blanket. Plans were 
made for a luncheon in the near future. 
NGA7 ... After the Naval Engineer-
ing parry It the club, the section gathered 
at the home of Dan and Leslie Richard-
son. The evening afforded a good workout 
for the Richardson's player piano. 
Frankie Lysaght held the monthly cof-
fee at her LaMesa Village home. Everyone 
enjoyed the dessert concocted by Judy 
Slack and the interesting demonstration 
of Beauty Counselor products by Nancy 
Ballback. 
NAX5 ... Our section joined sections 
NHX5 .and NLX5 for a fun filled evening 
of square dancing at NALF. A patient 
and expert job of calling was provided by 
Professor Pierce of the Math Department. 
The section spent another "musical" 
evening enjoying the production of 
"South Pacific" presented in King Hall. 
For the wives bridge evenings, Donna 
Burges and Lois Stephens were hostesses. 
Betty Loveland flew with her children 
to New Rochelle, New York, to attend 
her brother, Bill Burack's, wedding . Linda 
was a flower girl and David, a "wheelbar-
row." Marge and John Eller were visited 
by LT and Mrs. L. T. Sanger of Lemoore, 
California. John and Jim Harley enter-
[:lined Jim's parents, Mr. and Mrs. Harold 
Harley of Sterling, Colorado, for a week 
1171 FREMONT BOULEVARD 
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before joining them in another family 
gathering at Jim's sisters in Camarillo, 
California. Jayne and Paul Rutherford 
motored to Walnut Creek, Cllifornia, to 
visit Paul's sister and husband, Mr. and 
Mrs. William Sullivan. 
NLX5, NEX5 .. . The section gath-
ered at the club recently for the Naval 
Engineering cocktail parry. Wives enjoyed 
a luncheon at the Crichton House featul'· 
ing a fashion showing of furs . Recent 
bridge hostesses were Joan Harley and 
Marilyn Ball. 
Judy Glavis and son, Jeff, flew to Falls 
Church, Virginia, to visit with her par-
ents and George's parents. George will 
join them this summer on his field trip. 
N..!l 
OPERATIONS ANALYSIS, 
NAVAL MANAGEMENT AND 
DATA PROCESSING 
Editor: Susan. T1dly 
Reporters: Ann AblolVich, Susie Fox, 
Jan Gress, Geri Geis, Paddy Higgim, 
Brooke johmon, Pauline O'Connell, Ann 
OS,f!,ood, Julie McCullers, Mary McGrath, 
Ruth Wright. 
ROZ6 ... Thank you to Sally Hobart 
and Terry McGregor for such a nice 
luncheon at the Jolly Rogue on March 9. 
That same night we had bridge at Rick 
Hey's house and Andrea Franks was the 
winner. 
Judy Tuggle, Marilyn Vogt and Rick 
Hey stlfted horseback riding lessons this 
month at End 0' Lane stables in Pacific 
Grove. Ann Ablowich is teaching and 







Our second evening of bridge was at 
G inger Hagan's home and we were served 
a delicious chiffon cheesecake. Rick Hey 
won, Alice Daeschner was second and 
Bert Modi ne took her quarter home. 
MNY6 ... Our recent luncheon at 
the Scandia in Carmel gave us a good op-
portunity to exchange news about our 
husband's orders and new duty stations. 
It also gave us an excuse to forego the 
diets and indulge in some delicious pas-
tries. Hostesses were Pauline Hurd, Jus-
tine Jacobsen and Sylvia Jordan. 
Mary Ann and Ed Case took off re-
cently for a weekend in San Francisco and 
returned to two small daughters with 
chicken pox. Bruce and Bernice Dietz en-
[('rtained his brother Noel and family 
from San Jose over Easter. 
ROZ5 ... March's event was for the 
offsprings of ROZL Varena Henry and 
Pat Johnson planned a picnic, an egg hunt, 
games and a hike in Deer Flats Park. The 
weather permitted a day the kid~ will re-
member and the mmhers, too. 
Betty Purdum held a combined ROY5 
and ROZ5 bridge in her LaMesa home. 
Mrs. F. F. Zechlin and daughter, Jenni-
fer, of San Diego visited the Jim Gresses. 
Buck Roger's mother, Mrs. Audrey 
Claus of Napa, California, visited over 
the Easter holidays. 
MNB7 . . . March came in like a lion 
with a casual party given by Barbara and 
Bill French at their La Mesa home. Things 
quieted down for exams and then we 
blasted off with cocktails and dinner at 
the O'Club to celebrate the end of the 
first term. 
\Vives' bridge at Kathy Osborn's home 
ended a pleasurable month. 
MNZ6 . . . School was out for the 
weekend and 'twas St. Patty's Day-what 
better reasons for celebrating with a gath-
ering of the section over cocktai ls, steak 
dinner and dancing at the NALF Club . 
Joining in the festivities were Jan Nes-
bitt's mother and father, Mr. and Mrs. 
Daniel Walsh, from Hempstead, New 
York, and Jean Tyhurst's dad, Mr. C. J. 
Brownell from Sacramento. 
Other visitors during this past month 
included Mr. and Mrs. B. U. Biddison 
from Columbus, Ohio, who stayed with 
their son and daughter-in-law, Ted and 
Betty. 
Hostesses for the two evenings of bridge 
were Jean Knerr and Marion Gilmore. 
PMZ6 ... It was really TGIF when 
the section couples gathered at the Ware-
house for an evening of food and fun. The 
Girods. Hardins, and Hammonds were the 
hosts for this night on the town. 
• 
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Later on in the month the wives met 
in Carmel at June Simpsons' restaurant 
for a delightful spring luncheon. Wig 
fashions were shown and some of our girls 
were the models for some striking " new 
looks." Mary Lou Hardin and Marie H am-
mond were responsible for planning chis 
pleasant afternoon. 
Ray and Judy G ibson took advantage 
of the term end and traveled to Miami, 
Oklahoma, to visit with their parents. The 
Hardins hit the road and journeyed to Y 0-
semite National Park accompanied by 
John 's mother, Mrs. J. R . Gerringer who 
was vis iting from Asheville, Nonh Caro-
lina. 
Bunny Miller welcomed her mother and 
aunt, Mrs. E. A. Law and Mrs. Neill Irv-
ing, of Fairfax, Virginia. The O'Connelis 
entertained his parents, Mr. and Mrs. 
George O'Connell from Roberts, Wiscon-
sin. From Sunnyvale came Mr. and Mrs. 
Robert W illiamson to visit with the Ham-
monds and all enjoyed a reunion of their 
old squadron. 
ROA6 . . . The Surf and Turf night 
at the NPGS O'Club has such an excel-
lent reputation that the sec tion decided to 
try it and all ag reed that it lived up to 
what we had heard. 
Gail Bedow's home in Pebble Beach was 
the setting for this month's coffee. Four 
beautiful silver banks were presented as 
baby gifts. 
Visitors to the Monterey Peninsula dur-
ing the Easter holidays were Dave Har-
den's parents , R ev. and Mrs. Jesse D. 
Harden from San Clemente, California . 
The Kilands had as their guest Mary Isa-
bel Shaffer from Bethlehem, Pa. 
ROY6 . . . The month of March be-
gan with a lively party hosted by D ebi 
and Bob Graves and Pauline and J im 
O'Connell. It was held at the Graves' 
home and the outfits ranged from con-
servative to elegant to ridiculous-pa-
jamas, that is! Breakfast was served in the 
early morning and the interim was filled 
with 'Twister,' other games, conversation 
and many laughs. 
The art of self-defense, of interest to 
all , was demonstrated at a coffee given by 
Judi Cook and Marlene Garvey at the 
Olympia Pines Apartments. Employees of 
the Academy of Martial Arts were there 
to give us some pointers on Karate and 
J udo which made for a very interest ing 
get-together. 
Judi Cook was our most recent bridge 
hostess at her Olympia Pines apartment . 
Debi and Bob G raves enjoyed the week's 
visit of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Alan 
McCone of Philadelphia, Pa. Connie and 
Bob Burnell had Bob's parents, Mr. and 
Mrs. George Burnell of Lake Oswego, 
Ore. ,' visiting for several days. Connic's 
father, Mr. C. E . Baird from Portland, 
Oregon, also spent a f ew days wi th them. 
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Mrs. James T . O'Connell and Mary O'-
Connell , New York City, spent two weeks 
with Pauline and Jim. The visit included 
a trip to Disneyland which all enjoyed. 
MNA7 .. . The monthly luncheon for 
the wives was held at the Mark Thomas 
Inn where the ladies enjoyed a fashion 
show while they dined. 
A 'Wearing of the G reen ' party boosted 
the spirits of the enti re section after final 
exams. Bill and Myrna Shields hosted the 
group in their spacious Pebble Beach home. 
Many of the famil ies took advantage of 
the long weekend to travel and entertain 
house guests. The Earls, Walkers and Os-
goods all enjoyed visits from their parents 
during the Easter holidays. 
MNX6 . . . Ellie Maginnis and H elen 
Dalberg were hostesses for the wives' 
luncheon held at the Mark Thomas Inn. 
A fashion show highlighted the occasion. 
The sec tion recently had a change-of-
pace out ing at the Tea House, O lympia 
West, in Pacific Grove. The party was in-
formal and featured a pot- luck dinner pre-
pared by the gourmet cooks among the 
section wives. Everybody appreciated a re-
laxed evening of conversation (primarily 
about new orders). games and dancing. 
ROA7 ... The section wives enjoyed 
the view and the luncheon buffet at the 
Mark Thomas Outrigger for which Lydia 
Gillespie and Lynne Clark made the ar-
rangements. 
In Cold Blood by Truman Capote, 
prompted the book club in a lively discus-
sion on crime and punishment. Mary Mc-
Grath was the hostess for March. 
At the kind invitation of section PMZ6, 
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our ladies joined them for a delightful 
luncheon and wig show at June Simpson's 
Restaurant in Carmel . Many thanks to 
PMZ6 for such an enjoyable affair! 
Bridge was held twice this month in the 
homes of Doris Williamson and Eleanor 
Biggs, respectively. 
Visiting t he home of John Shiels this 
month was Sharon's mother, Mrs. Dixie 
Riley of Alameda. California. The H. O. 
\'{'rights enjoyed the visit of Ruth's moth-
er, Mrs. Louise H. Caldwell of Union City, 
Tenn. Mrs. Robert Violett and daughter 
Marsha of Lemoore, Calif., were guests of 
the Jim Pooles'. 
Sharon Shiels traveled to College Park, 
Georgia, to visit her sister, Mrs. Martha 
Boggs. 
Nell Henry and Lynne Clark were our 
hostesses for bridge this month. 
Sally Leland's parents and twin sister 
visited the Lelands in early March . 
Ginny Besseker went to Los Angeles 
to participate in her siStcr's wedding. 
ROB7 .. . The section wives g reeted 
the month of March at our regubr coffee 
where we chatted, planned and indulged 
in the delicious desserts served by Pat Wil-
son, our hostess . 
\Vith the end of the first term's exams 
came signs of relief and the couples cele-
brated thei r brief freedom by gathering 
at the home of Bud and Nita Kei rn. Each 
couplc contributed their favorite hors d'-
oeuvre and after cocktails, games, and 
much laughter, the fun-infested evening 
regretfully ended. 
Holly Boyer was for this 
month 's enjoyable 
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PMY6 .. . A spirited bridge party at 
the NALF O'Club highlighted the social 
functions for our group in March. High 
prizes were captured by Ed Bailey and 
Lynda Robertson. John Carlson and Ruth 
Wright won low. This lovely evening was 
planned by Maria and David Depew. 
N.!> 
ORDNANCE ENGINEERING 
Editor: Marsha Olson 
Reporters: Mary Kimble, Jill Valenti, 
Carolyn Keller, Jean Lindsay, Pat Dukat, 
Hannah Richardson, Carolee Effron. 
RPA 5 . . . Our section enjoyed a party 
at NALF for Friday night dinner and 
dancing. The wives attended a luncheon 
at the Shutters. Pat Oaks was hostess. 
CDR and Mrs. Wayne Beech made an in-
teresting trip to Ensenada, Mexico. Many 
arrangements had to be made for their 
guests to enter Mexico. The Beechs, along 
with their two boys, took LCDR and 
Preecha Santivejkool and daughter King-
chai, and Lt. Chavalit Israngkul, all from 
Thailand, on the trip. 
RZZS ... A profusion of happy chil-
dren. an Easter egg hunt, lots of good food 
and beautiful scenery contributed towilrd 
a wonderful afternoon at Point Lobos. The 
Lyn Oberdiers and Art Richs organized 
this family picnic enjoyed so much by 
everyone. 
The wives spent an extremely entertain-
ing and constructive evening at Beverly 
Hopkins' home with Bev and Carla Ober-
dier, serving as models. Diane Cooper-
smith presented Viviane Woodard cos-
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metics and Charles Biggs ilnd Cathey Law-
rence demonstrated wigs from their Car-
mel shop, The Woman's World. Bridge 
enthusiasts have gathered at the homes of 
Sheila Beam and Glynice Pomykal for gay 
evenings of cards and conversation. 
Personal notes-Jean Higgins flew to 
Staten lsland, New York, for the christen-
ing of her nephew. Scott. She also visited 
with her parents and sisters. After her re-
turn, she and Paul entertained MAJ and 
Mrs. Edwin Marcy from Fort Hood, 
Texas. Nona and Clark Ballard went to 
Oakland and Berkeley where Clark par-
ticipated in the AAU championships. 
Clark's brother, Rick, visited from Cin-
cinnati during his spring holiday. 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Long from Long 
Beach were houseguests of the Pomykals. 
The Sopers enjoyed having Bob's brother, 
Chuck, spend a few days with them while 
he was on the coast representing the Uni-
versity of Kentucky at a conference. 
RZZ6 ... Kalisa's quaint little restau-
rant on Cannery Row was the scene of our 
section wives' luncheon. The cordial at-
mosphere and a marvelous salad prepared 
specially by Kalisa herself made a very 
pleasant afternoon. Our hostesses were 
Janine Higgins and Nancy Joyce. 
Our bridge enthusiasts gathered at the 
homes of Wanda Ross and Joan Tulling-
ton for delightful evenings of cards and 
conversation. 
UPZ5, UPZ6 ... Section wives met 
this month at the Hidden Village. After 
touring the art gallery, we went to the 
coffce house for our choice of dessert and 
coffee. Hostesses were Barbara Fowler and 
~... Excellent Selection of European and California Wines 
"-.." or your favorite cocktail with entertainment in the Barrel Room 
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Jane McChnahan. Later, the business part 
of our meeting was conducted at the home 
of Sue Pappas. 
WGA7 ... The wives of WGA7 were 
welcomed with relaxation and refresh-
ments at the first sec tion gathering. Ca rol 
Fulk, our sect ion leader's wife, was the 
hostess for this get-acquainted evening 
in her home. Self introductions, including 
briefly, family information, duty stations, 
and home towns, showed that it's still a 
small world. Also in attendance was Bar-
bara Prather's grandmother from Jesup, 
Georgia. 
In February, Muffy Pickle and Jan 
Brown were co-hostesses for a bridge ses-
sion held in Muffy's home. Combining the 
beginners with those more experienced 
proved to be highly successful and en-
lightening. Barbara Prather held an early 
March bridge social in her home. A cozy 
fire made the evening a real happening. 
Under the guise of another bridge night , 
a double surpri se April Shower was given 
by Joyce Kohler for Carol Jeffers and Bar-
bara Prather. 
Spring brought for the husbands and 
wives gay festivities. Paul and Carol Jef-
fers sent originally designed invitations for 
their wine tasting and dessert party. 
"White" f1ycrs were afloat with informa-
tion concerning Jerry and Carol Fulk's 
power-boat fish and at -home fry, held in 
late April. 
WGZ6 . . . Section wives gathered at 
the Jolly Rogue on the wharf for wine 
tasting and lunch. Gayle Sterl ing and Gay 
Wells co-hostessed this function. Every-
one, including the mothers of the two 
hostesses enjoyed both the fare and the 
nice view. Gayle's mother, Mrs. Leatart, 
was visiting from Long Beach, and Gaye's 
mother from New York. 
Dottie McCory entertained the section 
wives for bridge at her home in Paci£c 
Grove. 
WPZ4 .. . Recent section bridge eve-
nings found Joyce Permeter and Mary 
Ann Kaufman as hostesses. 
A game night was hosted by Carol and 
Fritz Wendt and Mary Ann and Larry 
Kaufman . They served delicious barbe-
qued beef sandwiches. Almost everyone 
won a prize! The party was held in the 
La Mesa Community Room. 
N.!> 
Submarine Scoops 
With full view of a lush, green golf 
course underlying the hills of Carmel Val-
ley, the Submarine Wives enjoyed cock-
tails and lunch at the exclusive Golf and 
Country Club. For elegant dining on 
either Peninsula Salad or Veal Scallopini 
we have hostesses Marilyn Jerding, Anne 
Ki land and Muffy Pickel to thank . 
-Paddy HiRRi"., 
• 
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WETT ING THE STRIPE Marine Corps W ives 
March was the month of the Irish and 
the end of another term. In keeping with 
the Saint Patrick's Day theme our month-
ly bridge was held on the first Tuesday of 
the month. Hostesses that night were Glee 
Huebner and Carolyn Hardiman. Any 
Marine wife who would like to join the 
bridge group may call C herie Staples, 
37J-3948. 
Congratulations are in order for LT 
Robert Otis. The new L T hosted the sec-
tion with food and drink in the Galleon 
Room. 
The trio CDR Harvey Gray. LCDR 
Ron Johnson. and MAJ Buck Rogers 
USMC of ROZI jointly celebrated their 
wetting down at the NALF O·Club. Food. 
drink and dancing to a combo set the pace 
of the evening. 
To celebrate their recent promotions, 
MAJ Dick Boes. MAJ Frank Lawson and 
LCDR Bill Campbell hosced a party for 
the couples of ROY 6 and ROZ6. This 
very enjoyable evening was held at the 
NPGS O' Club. 
A combined wetting down party was 
held for MAJ Ray Simonsen. USMC. and 
1st LT Dennis Fryrear, USMC, at the 
Simonsen home. LT Fryrear is visiting 
his brocher, MAJ Simonsen, while on leave 
from duty in Viet Nam. 
USNA Class of '56 
The wives of ·S 6 enjoyed an evening of 
bridge and Yahtzee at their latest monthly 
get-together. Ann Osgood and Kathy F.-
zekas were the hostesses. Ideas for f uture 
functions· were discussed, and plans were 
made for a family outing in April. 
The men in the Class get together for 
lunch and fellowship at least once a 
month. -Julie McCulim 
.,....., 
USNA Class of ' 59 
A swinging time was had by all hands 
when the '5gers got together at the NALF 
Officers' Club for a steak dinner in 
March. Margaret Bruce, Pauline Hurd and 
Joan Doyle made the arrangements. 
A representative from the American 
Cancer Society enlighted the '58 and '59 
wives at the home of Anne Kiland in 
March and in A prj) a luncheon was held 
at the Officers' Club. -Marion Warson 
.,....., 
USNA Class of ' 62 
Against a setting of Scottish tartans 
and refreshing spring flowers, we met at 
the Highlands Jnn for a gay pre-Easter 
luncheon. After gathering for cocktails, 
we joined the delightful buffet line which 
led us to the flower decked tables. 
Door prizes were anxiously vied for 
with Jayne Rutherford receiving a dinner 
for two at the Highlands Jnni Betsy Nis. 
senson winning two tickets to "Ah, Wit· 
derness" at the Cannel 's Circle Theater, 
and Linda Hickam enjoying a surprise 
package from William Ober. The con-
tents? A lovely nut dish. -Marg~ Eller 
John Vinson and Sam Montgomery wet 
down their new LCDR stripes with cock-
tails and a delicious steak dinner at the 
NALF O' Club. The Red Room was beau-
tifully decorated for the occasion by Terry 
Vinson and Peggy Montgomery, and 
match boxes, made to resemble miniature 
LCDR shoulder boards, were presented to 
all guests as favors. The section, in turn, 
presented Sam with his appropriately 
striped pork chops and John with foot 
long shoulder boards. It was a truly fes· 
tive occasion and a good time was had by 
.11. 
A gala party held at the Presidio 0 
Club wet down the stripes of four BAY5 
men. Celebrating their promotions were 
CDR Tom Gatewood. CDR Ed Preston. 
LCDR Tim Holt. and LCDR Dick Bailey. 
.,....., 
D angers in the Garden 
Poisonous plants may be growing in 
your gar den disguised as ornamental 
shrubs, flowers or vines. Their presence is 
a constant danger to small children and 
careless adults. 
Children frequently are tempted to 
tasce bright berries, seed pods or nuts. 
Since plants are the sixth leading cause of 
poisoning in youngsters, parents should 
check their gardens, especially if they 
have moved into a new home where the 
plants are unfamiliar. Adults also are poi-
soned accidentally by using sticks from 
the shrubs to cook food . 
The monthly luncheon was held at "Su 
Vicino" in Carmel. Hostesses for the so-
cial hour and luncheon were Cherie Sta-
ples :lnd Alice Vitali. 
A coming event to mark down on your 
social calendar is the Hail and Farewell 
Party held in the honor of the Marine 
couples new to the school and those who 
will be leaving for new duty stations. The 
party will be held on Saturday, May 27, 
at the NALF Officer's Club. Cocktails will 
be served 3t 7:00 p.m., dinner at 8:00 
p.m. :md dancing at 9: 30 p.m. The dress 
is casual slacks for both men and women. 
The price is $4.00 per person which in-
cludes a prime rib dinner and live music. 
Geri Geis, Willa Burns and Ann Ablo-
wich are in charge of the preparations. 
Hope to see you all there. 
-Jo Ann Ba1'ninR, 
The danger list includes castor bean, 
mountain laurel. oleander, Japanese yew, 
wisteria and poison hemlock. Other com-
mon plants and flowers are wild cherries, 
oaks, beech. horse chestnut, buttercups, 
iris, larkspur, lily-of-the-valley, poinsettia 
and jack-in-the-pulpit. 
ESTATE PLANNING FOR THE CAREER OFFICER 
H. N. Lyon c. L.U. - John K. Boles - Ralph H. Burr 
700 Cass Street, Monterey, Calif. 
Telephone 373-1893 -Cable: ALLNAV 
SERVING MEMBERS OF THE ARMED SERVICES 
AND THEIR FAMILIES SINCE 1932 
o~ N~VI'IL p.e. St .. OOL VALNIZZA MARKET Valnissa C Market ~[rtrDD1JI 401 Ocean, Monterey >- Phone 375-6839 ,-~ ~ Q:d;D~GD{]~ I. the heirt of Oi" Grove resi -T.c.D.ity dent iii section--one block fro ... 
GlOCUIES 1 f'UI{ ~~ .. o.At. the 5th Street entrince to the Nuy 
MO'" ~D Q.,Q.q.Q 0 ~~, School. VIGlTAILES WINE We Give S ft H Green Sti"'PS .... 
LIQIIOOS VllUQt Weekly Hours : 7 :30 i .m. to 9:00 p ..... 
SundiYS 8 :30 i .m. to 8 :00 p.M. 
Page Twenty-Eight 
For that Special End of Term 
Party come in and see our new 
arrivals of formals and cocktail 
dresses. Fantastic French chan-
tilly laces and silk chiffons. 
Don' t Forget NPGS Discount . 
- BAN KAMER ICARD-
Open Fridays 'Iii 9 :00 
656 Munras Ave., Monterey 
formely 
Ira Nagel 
... Park at adjoining usa Munras 
375·6873 
THE CLASSMATE MAY, 1967 
Paper Bags, Hoses, Parts and Service for All Makes 
Free Pick.-up and Deli very 
VACUUM CLEANER CENTER 
SALES and SERVICE 
BOB YOWELL 
Owner-Manager 
1159 Fremont Blvd. - 372-8831 
Seaside, California 
n " " t ~ •••• 
.... ..: ........ . 







In the JET SET I 
~~~~~~~~ Give your home the sophistication that is J. associated with glamorous people who travel 
extensively and gather treasures for their 
homes. We have treasures from 
all over . .. from Mexico, India, Hong Kong, 
Europe and the Middle East. You'll also find 
American translations of French and English 
antiques, replicas of carved and spindled Spanish 
furniture, sleek Scandinavian, etc.! With our 
assistance you can mix all periods and woods 
.......... ~a~nd achieve an individualism that will make you 
feel like you ' re in the jet set ... even if your 
journeys ' round the world are via the service! 
801 lighthouse A.enue Since 1906 Monterey, Colilomio 
.. 
